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H° control and estim., preview-part I. Tadmor, G., +, T-AC Jan 05 19-28
jump lin. systs., optimal lin. mean sq. filter. Fragoso, M.D., +, T-AC Sep 05 1364-1369
lin. systs. subj., time-domain constraints, polynomial pole placement and LMIs, control. Henrikson, D., +, T-AC May 05 1360-1364
Markov-modulated Poisson obs., general smoothing formulas. Elliott, R.J., +, T-AC Aug 05 1123-1134

+ Check author entry for coauthors
nonlin. control systs., nonsquare spectral factorization. Petersen, M.A., +, T-AC Mar 05 286-298
nonlin. systs., limited inform. feedback, stabil. Liberonz, D., +, T-AC Jun 05 910-915
nonlin. systs., sampled-data models. Yaz, J.L., +, T-AC Oct 05 1477-1489
operational matrix of integrat., optimal control via Fourier series. Mohan, B.M., +, T-AC Sep 05 1466-1467
resilient and robust static output-feedback, ellipsoidal sets. Peaucelle, D., +, T-AC Jun 05 899-904
systs., delays, State variables, lin. functional observers. Darouach, M., T-AC Feb 05 228-223
unknown time delay, online ident. Ren, X.M., +, T-AC Sep 05 1418-1422
Zeno behaviors, class of hybrid systs. Heymann, M., +, T-AC Mar 05 376-383
Control equipment; cf. Actuators
Controlability
2 coupled spin 1’s, controllability, observability, param. ident. D’Alessandro, D., T-AC Jul 05 1054-1058
counterexample. Elliott, D.L., T-AC Jun 05 840-841
descriptor varyable systs., time domain soln. Zhibin Yan, +, T-AC Nov 05 1796-1799
model predictive control. Grimm, G., +, T-AC May 05 546-558
nonlin. time-varying systs., controllability. Bhat, S.P., T-AC Nov 05 1725-1735
pos. real lemma. Ferrante, A., T-AC May 05 720-724
State-depend. dyn. graphs and their controllability props. Mesbahi, M., T-AC Mar 05 387-392
supervisor for partially obs. discrete-event systs. by allowing nondeterminism, control, polynomial synthesis. Kumar, R., +, T-AC Apr 05 463-475
switched bilinear systs., controllability. Daizhan Cheng, T-AC Apr 05 511-515
Control system analysis
Bode sensitivity integral for linear time-periodic systems. Sandberg, H., +, T-AC Dec 05 2034-2039
Control systems
interconnection of mixed port Hamiltonian systs., control. Macchelli, A., +, T-AC Nov 05 1839-1844
phase-lead design method, root locus diags. Lee, J., T-AC Nov 05 1887-1891
switched nonlin. systs., scheduled mode transits., predictive control. Mhaskar, P., +, T-AC Nov 05 1670-1680
virtual Grouping adaptive actuator failure compensation for MIMO nonlin. systs. Xiong Tang, +, T-AC Nov 05 1775-1780
Control systems; cf. Closed loop systems; Delay systems; Nonlinear control systems; Reduced order systems
Control theory
Control theory; cf. Adaptive control; Cascade control; Compensation; Controllability; Control system analysis; Observability; Optimal control; Periodic control; Predictive control; Proportional control
Convergence of numerical methods; cf. Numerical stability
Convex programming
characterization of convex problems in decentralized control. Rotkowitz, M., +, T-AC Dec 05 1984-1996
Cost optimal control
iter. feedback tuning, optimal prefiltering. Hildebrand, R., +, T-AC Aug 05 1196-1200
Covariance matrices
author's reply, rejoinder. Hodoshima, J., T-AC Jun 05 925-926
input design via LMIs admitting freq.-wise model specs., confidence regions. Jansson, H., +, T-AC Oct 05 1534-1549
Cryptography
3-domain security policies, observability, characterizing intransitive noninterference. Hadji-Aliouane, N.B., +, T-AC Jun 05 920-925
Damping
interconnection and damping assignment passivity-based control of mechanical systems with degree of actuation under degree one. Acosta, J.A., +, T-AC Dec 05 1936-1955
Data communication
time-averaging of high-speed data transfer protocols. Marquez, R., +, T-AC Dec 05 2065-2069
Data compression; cf. Source coding
Decentralized control
characterization of convex problems in decentralized control. Rotkowitz, M., +, T-AC Dec 05 1984-1996
Decision-making
bandit problems, side obs. Chih-Chun Wang, +, T-AC Mar 05 338-355
Decomposition
equivalence of three independently developed phase-locked loops. Ziari, A.K., +, T-AC Dec 05 2021-2027
Delay effects
continuous-time systs., unknown time delay, online ident. Ren, X.M., +, T-AC Sep 05 1418-1422
delay-depend. control of time-delay systs., results. Mahmoud, M.S., +, T-AC Jun 05 95-100
discretized continuous-time Systems, variable struct. control. Parajnye, N.Y., +, T-AC Apr 05 538-540
dual congestion control algms., local bifurcation anal. Raina, G., T-AC Aug 05 1135-1146
neural nets, multiple time varying delays, global stabil. anal. Ensari, T., +, T-AC Nov 05 1781-1785
presence of uncertain arbitrarily large delay, stabil. Miller, D.E., +, T-AC Aug 05 1074-1089
retarded time-delay systs., LMI approach, exponential estimates. Mondie, S., +, T-AC Feb 05 268-273
stabil. of networked control systs., random delays, method. Liqian Zhang, +, T-AC Aug 05 1177-1181
static output feedback stabil. Khartonov, V.L., +, T-AC Jan 05 82-86
stoch. systs., time-varying delay, nonlinearity, Markovian switching, delay-depend. exponential stabil. Dong Yue, +, T-AC Feb 05 217-222
systs., multiple I/O delays via decomp., adobe programs, H Control. Meinsma, G., +, T-AC Feb 05 199-211
uncertain time-varying systs., state-delay, constrained MPC alg. Seung Cheol Jeong, +, T-AC Feb 05 257-263
Delay systems
class of stoch. time-delay nonlin. systs., output feedback stabil. Yusun Fu, +, T-AC Jan 05 847-851
class of time delayed systs., robust backstepping control. Changchun Hua, +, T-AC Jun 05 894-899
delay-depend. control of time-delay systs., results. Mahmoud, M.S., +, T-AC Jun 05 95-100
delay-control laws, part II, distrib. delay. Qing-Chang Zhong, T-AC May 05 729-734
lin. neutral delay systs., reduced-order observers. Darouach, M., T-AC Sep 05 1407-1413
lin. state delay systs., optimal filtering. Basin, M., +, T-AC May 05 684-690
neutral time-delay systs., LMI approach, exponential estimates. Kharitonov, V., +, T-AC May 05 666-670
nonlin. time-delay systs., adaptive feedback control. Xiaohong Jiao, +, T-AC Nov 05 1909-1913
quasipolynomials and finite inclusions theorem, robust stabil. Mondie, S., +, T-AC Nov 05 1826-1831
retarded time-delay systs., LMI approach, exponential estimates. Mondie, S., +, T-AC Feb 05 268-273
synthesis of PID controllers, results. Martelli, G., T-AC Sep 05 1468-1469
systs., delays, State variables, lin. functional observers. Darouach, M., T-AC Feb 05 228-233
time-delay systs., Controlled time-varying delay and appls., stabil. Michiels, W., +, T-AC Apr 05 493-504
time-delay systs., improved delay-depend. stabil. criteria. Shengyuan Xu, +, T-AC Mar 05 384-387
Describing functions
chattering, continuous sliding-mode controllers. Boiko, I., +, T-AC Sep 05 1442-1446
+ Check author entry for coauthors
Differential equations; cf. Difference equations; Nonlinear differential equations; Partial differential equations

Differential games

Detection

Detectors

MIMO plants, presence of actuator and sens. uncertain hysteresis nonlinearities, output zeroing. Parlangeli, G., +, T-AC Sep 05 1403-1407

Diagrams; cf. Bode diagrams

Differential equations

discontinuous retarded functional DE, appls., stabil. Ye Sun, +, T-AC Aug 05 1090-1105

rate-independent and rate-depend. hysteresis, semilinear Duhem model. JinHyoong Oh, +, T-AC May 05 631-645

Differential equations

eigenstructure of Hankel operators, nonlin. input-normal realizations. Fujimoto, K., +, T-AC Jun 05 2-18

general moment problem via, 1-param. imbedding, soln. Georgiou, T.T., T-AC Jun 05 811-826

LMS algms., Markov regime-switching limit. Yin, G.G., +, T-AC May 05 577-593

nested Matrosov theorem and persistency of exc. for uniform convergence, stable nonautonomous systs. Loria, A., +, T-AC Feb 05 183-198

nonlin. systs., sampled-data models. Yaz, J.J., +, T-AC Oct 05 1477-1489

H∞ control and estim., adaptive feedback control. XiaoHong Jiao, +, T-AC Nov 05 1909-1913

time-averaging of high-speed data transfer protocols. Marquez, R., +, T-AC Dec 05 2065-2069

Differential equations; cf. Difference equations; Nonlinear differential equations; Partial differential equations

Differential games

H∞ control and estim., preview-part I. Tadmor, G., +, T-AC Jan 05 19-28

H∞ control and estim., preview-part II. Tadmor, G., +, T-AC Jan 05 29-40

Diffusion processes

switching diffusion proc., exponential stabil. Chenggui Yuan, +, T-AC Sep 05 1422-1426

Directed graphs

form. control of unicycles, necessary and sufficient graphical conditions. Zhiyun Lin, +, T-AC Jan 05 121-127

multigent systs. under dynamically changing interact. topologies consensus seeking. Wei Ren, +, T-AC May 05 655-661

Discrete event systems

3-domain security policies, observability, characterizing intransitive noninterference. Hadji-Alouane, N.B., +, T-AC Jun 05 920-925

algebraic approaches for fault identification in discrete-event systems. Wu, Y., T-AC Dec 05 2048-2053

c ooberveable langs. and formulas for their super/sublanguages, character. Takai, S., +, T-AC Apr 05 434-447
decentralized supervisory control, conditional decisions. Tae-Sic Yoo, +, T-AC Aug 05 1205-1211

discontinuous dynamic systs. determined by semigroups, stabil. anal. Michel, A.N., +, T-AC Sep 05 1277-1290

fairness, discrete-event systs., queues, efficient implement. Gohari, P., +, T-AC Nov 05 1845-1849

fault diagnosis. Zad, S.H., +, T-AC Jul 05 1010-1015

global and local consistencies in distributed fault diagnosis for discrete-event systs. Su, R., +, T-AC Dec 05 1923-1935

 hierarchical interface-based supervisory control-part II, parallel case. Leduc, R.J., +, T-AC Sep 05 1332-1335

probabilistic detection of FSM single state-transition faults based on state occupancy measurements. Hadjicostis, C.N., T-AC Dec 05 2078-2083

proc. times, single-stage DEDS, blocking, optimal control. Moon, J., +, T-AC Jun 05 880-884

robust nonblocking supervisory control of discrete-event systems. Bordelon, S.E., +, T-AC Dec 05 2015-2021

state feedback stabilization and majorizing achievement of min-max-plus systems. Tuo, Y., +, T-AC Dec 05 2027-2033

static control policies, discrete-event systs., optimality. Lei Miao, +, T-AC Sep 05 1427-1431

stochastic discrete-event systs., diagnosability. Thorsley, D., +, T-AC Apr 05 476-492

supervisor for partially obs. discrete-event systs. by allowing nondeterminism in control, polynomial synthesis. Kumar, R., +, T-AC Apr 05 463-475

Discrete systems; cf. Discrete event systems; Discrete time systems; Sampled data systems

Discrete time systems

book review; Constrained Optimal Control of Linear and Hybrid Systems (Borelli, F.; 2003). Hai Lin, T-AC Jul 05 1069-1070

composite quadratic Lyapunov fn., absol. stabil. anal. Tingshu Hu, +, T-AC Jun 05 781-797


discretized continuous-time Systems, variable struct. control. Paranjpe, N.V., +, T-AC Apr 05 538-540

discretized continuous-time systs., variable struct. control. Corradini, M.L., +, T-AC Apr 05 541

gen. KYP lemma. Iwasaki, T., +, T-AC Jun 05 41-59

H∞ control and estim., preview-part II. Tadmor, G., +, T-AC Jan 05 29-40

learning gain matrix of str. learning control algm., presence of meas. noise, selection. Saab, S.S., T-AC Nov 05 1761-1774

lin. discrete-time periodic systs., fault detect. Zhang, P., +, T-AC Feb 05 239-244

lin. systs., finite-time control. Amato, F., +, T-AC May 05 724-729

minimal robust positively Invariant set, invariant approxs. Rakovic, S.V., +, T-AC Mar 05 406-410

model predictive control. Grimm, G., +, T-AC May 05 546-558

multivariable systs., hierarchical least squares ident. methods. Feng Ding, +, T-AC May 05 397-402

networked control, H∞ approach. Seiler, P., +, T-AC Mar 05 356-364

observability quadratic normal form. Belmoahed, I., +, T-AC Jul 05 1031-1038

reduced-complexity nonlin. H∞ control. Helton, J.W., +, T-AC Nov 05 1808-1811

output-zeroing. Chantawanan, N., +, T-AC Aug 05 1177-1181


switching discrete-time lin. systs., receding-horizon estim. Alessandri, A., T-AC Mar 05 1736-1748

delayless, State variables, lin. functional observers. Darouach, M., T-AC Feb 05 228-233

transfer fn., nonnegative multiple poles, minimal pos. realizations. Nagy, B., +, T-AC Sep 05 1447-1450

Control distributed

agreement, random nets. Hatano, Y., +, T-AC Nov 05 1867-1872

c ooberveable langs. and formulas for their super/sublanguages, character. Takai, S., +, T-AC Apr 05 434-447

decentralized supervisory control, conditional decisions. Tae-Sic Yoo, +, T-AC Aug 05 1205-1211

discontinuous dynamic systs. determined by semigroups, stabil. anal. Michel, A.N., +, T-AC Sep 05 1277-1290

fairness, discrete-event systs., queues, efficient implement. Gohari, P., +, T-AC Nov 05 1845-1849

fault diagnosis. Zad, S.H., +, T-AC Jul 05 1010-1015

global and local consistencies in distributed fault diagnosis for discrete-event systs. Su, R., +, T-AC Dec 05 1923-1935

 hierarchical interface-based supervisory control-part II, parallel case. Leduc, R.J., +, T-AC Sep 05 1336-1348

probabilistic detection of FSM single state-transition faults based on state occupancy measurements. Hadjicostis, C.N., T-AC Dec 05 2078-2083

proc. times, single-stage DEDS, blocking, optimal control. Moon, J., +, T-AC Jun 05 880-884

robust nonblocking supervisory control of discrete-event systems. Bordelon, S.E., +, T-AC Dec 05 2015-2021

state feedback stabilization and majorizing achievement of min-max-plus systems. Tuo, Y., +, T-AC Dec 05 2027-2033

static control policies, discrete-event systs., optimality. Lei Miao, +, T-AC Sep 05 1427-1431

stochastic discrete-event systs., diagnosability. Thorsley, D., +, T-AC Apr 05 476-492

supervisor for partially obs. discrete-event systs. by allowing nondeterminism in control, polynomial synthesis. Kumar, R., +, T-AC Apr 05 463-475

Duality

Markov-modulated Poisson obs., general smoothing formulas. Elliott, R.J., +, T-AC Aug 05 1123-1134

Dynamic programming

c ontroller design for achieving ISS and related props., unified approach. Shoudong Huang, +, T-AC Nov 05 1681-1697

solving, dyn. resource allocation problem, continuous optim. Yingdong Lu, T-AC Jun 05 890-894

+ Check author entry for coauthors
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Eigenvals and eigenfuncns

differential eigenstructure of Hankel operators, nonlin. input-output realizations. Fujimoto, K., +, T-AC Jan 05 2-18
fund. car-traffic law, min-plus deriv. Lottito, P.A., +, T-AC May 05 699-705
LTI continuous interval dyn. systs., assessing stabil. Kolev, L., +, T-AC Mar 05 393-397
pos. real lemma. Ferrante, A., T-AC May 05 720-724
simultaneously triangularizable switched lin. systs., convergence rates. Zhou, D., T-AC May 05 1224-1228

Electric final control devices; cf. Switches

Electric power generation


Electric variables control; cf. Power control

Encoding; cf. Source coding

Entropy

finite-state finite-alphabet HMM, probabilistic dists. Li Xie, +, T-AC Apr 05 505-511

Equations

diff. Differential equations; Integral equations; Nonlinear equations; Riccati equations

Error analysis

av. operator-based PD-type iter. learning control for variable init. state error. Kwang-Hyun Park, T-AC Jun 05 865-869
control-oriented model validation and errors quantification, l1 setup. Sokolov, V.F., T-AC Oct 05 1501-1508
finite step approxs. for solving infinite horizon controlled Markov set-chains, error bounds. Hyeong Soo Chang, T-AC Sep 05 1413-1418
learning gain matrix of iter. learning control algm., presence of meas. noise. Saab, S.S., T-AC Nov 05 1761-1774
nonconcurrent error detect. and ident., FSM embeddings. Hadjicostis, C.N., T-AC Feb 05 142-153
tracking errors of plug-in type repetitive control systs., anal. and estim. Wu-Sung Yao, +, T-AC Aug 05 1190-1195

Estimation

continuous-time jump lin. systs., optimal lin. mean sq. filter. Fragoso, M.D., +, T-AC Sep 05 1364-1369
control-oriented model validation and errors quantification, l1 setup. Sokolov, V.F., T-AC Oct 05 1501-1508
finite step approxs. for solving infinite horizon controlled Markov set-chains, error bounds. Hyeong Soo Chang, T-AC Sep 05 1413-1418
learning gain matrix of iter. learning control algm., presence of meas. noise. Saab, S.S., T-AC Nov 05 1761-1774
nonconcurrent error detect. and ident., FSM embeddings. Hadjicostis, C.N., T-AC Feb 05 142-153
tracking errors of plug-in type repetitive control systs., anal. and estim. Wu-Sung Yao, +, T-AC Aug 05 1190-1195

Estimation theory; cf. Adaptive estimation; Amplitude estimation; Frequency estimation; Maximum likelihood estimation; Recursive estimation

Exponential distributions

neutral time-delay systs., LMI approach, exponential estimates. Khartitonov, V., +, T-AC May 05 666-670

Factory automation; cf. Industrial control

Failure analysis

virtual Grouping adaptive actuator failure compensation for MIMO nonlin. systs. Xidong Song, +, T-AC Nov 05 1775-1780

Fault diagnosis

algebraic approaches for fault identification in discrete-event systems. Wi, Y., +, T-AC Dec 05 2048-2053
class of nonlin. systs., sens. bias fault isolation. Xiaodong Zhang, +, T-AC Mar 05 370-376
directions for mutual detectability, approx. Yongmin Kim, +, T-AC Jan 05 851-855
discrete-event systs., fault diagnosis. Zad, S.H., +, T-AC Jul 05 1010-1015
global and local consistencies in distributed fault diagnosis for discrete-event systs. Su, R., +, T-AC Dec 05 1923-1935
lin. discrete-time periodic systs., fault detect. Zhang, P., +, T-AC Feb 05 239-244
stoch. discrete-event systs., diagnosability. Thorsley, D., +, T-AC Apr 05 476-492
systs., meas. faults, Cramer-Rao-type estim. lower bound. Rapoport, I., +, T-AC Sep 05 1234-1245
unknown input proportional multiple-integral observer design for lin. descriptor systs. Koenig, D., T-AC Feb 05 212-217

Feature extraction

local motion feature aided ground moving target tracking, GMTI and HRR meas. Hong, L., +, T-AC Jan 05 127-133

Feedback

centralized optimal control. Yu-Chi Ho, T-AC Apr 05 537-538
certain vehicular platoon control problems, ill-posedness. Jovanovic, M.R., +, T-AC Sep 05 1307-1321
class of globally output feedback stabilizable nonlinear nonminimum phase systems. Marino, R., +, T-AC Dec 05 2097-2101
class of nonlin. systs. by output feedback, global exponential stabil. Ho-Lim Choi, +, T-AC Feb 05 255-257
class of stoch. time-delay nonlin. systs., output feedback stabil. Yusu Fu, +, T-AC Jan 05 847-851
class of time delayed systs., robust backstepping control. Changchun Hua, +, T-AC Jun 05 894-899
delay-depend. control of time-delay systs., results. Mahmood, M.S., +, T-AC Jan 05 95-100
feedback forms, geometric charact. Astolfi, A., +, T-AC Jul 05 1016-1021
input/output control of asynchronous sequential machines. Geng, X., +, T-AC Dec 05 1956-1970
iter. feedback tuning, asymptotic accuracy. Hildebrand, R., +, T-AC Aug 05 1182-1185
iter. feedback tuning, optimal prefiltering. Hildebrand, R., +, T-AC Aug 05 1196-1200
mech. systs., unactuated cyclic variable, nonlin. control. Grizzle, J.W., +, T-AC May 05 559-576
nested feedback systs., anal. and synthesis. Halsey, K.M., +, T-AC Jul 05 984-996
networked control, H. approach. Seiler, P., +, T-AC Mar 05 356-364
nonlin. systs., feedforward form, noisy outputs, stoch. stabil. Battilotti, S., T-AC Jan 05 100-105
nonlin. systs., limited inform. feedback, stabil. Liberonz, D., +, T-AC Jan 05 910-915
oscills., backstepping, high-dimens. systs., stabil. Aracil, J., +, T-AC May 05 705-710
output feedback for planar systs. without observable linearization, global finite-time stabil. Chunjiang Qian, +, T-AC Jun 05 885-890
output feedback stabil. and approx. and restricted tracking for class of cascaded systs. Astolfi, A., +, T-AC Sep 05 1390-1396
output feedback systs., robust global output regulation. Zhiyong Chen, +, T-AC Jan 05 117-121
output feedback tracking, separation principle approach. Maggiore, M., +, T-AC Jan 05 111-117
presence of uncertain arbitrarily large delay, stabil. Miller, D.E., +, T-AC Aug 05 1074-1089
quantized control systs. under dyn. bit assignment, stabil. Qiang Ling, +, T-AC May 05 734-740

remarks on strong stabilization and stable H/sup infin// controller design. Gumassov, S., +, T-AC Dec 05 2083-2087
resilient and robust static output-feedback, ellipsoidal sets. Peaucelle, D., +, T-AC Jan 05 899-904
robust stabilization via saturated feedback. Angeli, D., +, T-AC Dec 05 1997-2014
stabl., antiwindup design, guaranteed regions. da Silva, J.M.G., Jr., +, T-AC Jan 05 106-111
stabl., lin. syst., Saturation Through optimal control. Goebel, R., T-AC May 05 650-655
stabl. of discrete systs., 1st-order controller, exact soln. Yu, P., +, T-AC Sep 05 1375-1379
stabil., output feedback stabil. Kharitonov, V.L., +, T-AC Jan 05 82-86
switched lin. systs., stabil. Daizhuang Cheng, +, T-AC May 05 661-666
switched systs., nonlin. norm-observability notions and stabil. Hespanha, J.P., +, T-AC Feb 05 154-168
synthesis of PID controllers, resuts. Martelli, G., T-AC Sep 05 1468-1469
systs., multiple I/O delays via decomp., adobe problems, H* control. Meinsma, G., +, T-AC Feb 05 199-211

+ Check author entry for coauthors
uncertain nonlin. systs., adaptive tracking and disturbance rejection.
Marino, R., +, T-AC Jan 05 90-95

Feedback; cf. State feedback
Feedforward robust stabilization via saturated feedback. Angeh, D., +, T-AC Dec 05 1997-2014


Formal languages coobservable langs. and formulas for their super/sublanguages, charactn. Takai, S., +, T-AC Apr 05 434-447

Fourier series operational matrix of integrat., optimal control via Fourier series. Mohan, B.M., +, T-AC Sep 05 1466-1467


Functions; cf. Describing functions; Transfer functions


Game theory; cf. Differential games
Gaussian noise nonlin. time series, set membership predict. Milanese, M., +, T-AC Nov 05 1655-1669

Gaussian processes determ. of optimal gaits, appl., snake-like serial-link struct., method. Hicks, G., +, T-AC Sep 05 1291-1306 pairwise Markov trees, multiscale Bayesian restoration. Deshouvries, F., +, T-AC Aug 05 1185-1190

Gaussian processes; cf. Gaussian noise

Generators multimachine power systs., nontrivial transfer conductances, transient stabil. Ortega, R., +, T-AC Jun 05 60-75


Graph theory; cf. Directed graphs; Reachability analysis

Group theory discontinuous dynamical systs. determined by semigroups, stabil. anal. Michel, A.N., +, T-AC Sep 05 1277-1290

H

Helmholtz nested feedback systs., anal. and synthesis. Halsey, K.M., +, T-AC Jul 05 984-996


Hierarchical systems interface-based supervisory control-part II, parallel case. Leduc, R.J., +, T-AC Sep 05 1336-1348 interface-based supervisory Control-part I, serial case. Leduc, R.J., +, T-AC Sep 05 1322-1335 solving, class of matrix eqns., gradient iter. algms. Feng Ding, +, T-AC Aug 05 1216-1221


nested feedback systs., anal. and synthesis. Halsey, K.M., +, T-AC Jul 05 984-996

networked control, H∞ approach. Seiler, P., +, T-AC Mar 05 356-364
optimizing simultaneously, numerator/denominator polynomials, Youla-Kucera parametrization. Henrion, D., +, T-AC Sep 05 1369-1374
quantized feedback control, sector bound approach. Minyu Fu, +, T-AC Nov 05 1698-1711
static output feedback stabil., $H_\infty$ perform. for lin. discrete-time sys.
Bara, G.l., +, T-AC Feb 05 250-254
sys., multiple I/O delays via decomp., adobe problems, $H^\infty$ control.
Meinsma, G., +, T-AC Feb 05 199-211
uncertain LFT sys., robust $H_2$ and $H_\infty$ filters. Kunpeng Sun, +, T-AC May 05 715-720

H-infinity optimization

gen. stabil. region, anal. and synthesis. Halbey, K.M., +, T-AC Jul 05 997-1009
mixed $H_2$/H, setting, fault detect. Khosrowjerdi, M.J., +, T-AC Jul 05 1063-1068
Hysteresis

adaptive variable structure control of a class of nonlinear systems with unknown Prandtl-Ishlinskii hysteresis. Su, C.-Y., +, T-AC Dec 05 2069-2074
MIMO plants, presence of actuator and sens. uncertain hysteresis nonlinearities, output zeroing. Parlangeili, G., +, T-AC Oct 05 1403-1408
Preisach hysteresis operator, appl., control of smart actuators, approx. inversion. Iyer, R.V., +, T-AC Jun 05 798-810
rate-independent and rate-depend. hysteresis, semilinear Duhem model. JinHyoung Oh, +, T-AC May 05 631-645
smart materials, adaptive ident. and control. Xiaoobo Tan, +, T-AC Jun 05 827-839

I

Identification

continuous-time sys., unknown time delay, online ident. Ren, X.M., +, T-AC Sep 05 1418-1422
Hammerstein sys., least squares support vector machines, subspace ident. Goethals, L., +, T-AC Oct 05 1500-1519
hysteresis, smart materials, adaptive ident. and control. Xiaoobo Tan, +, T-AC Jun 05 827-839
IIR Wiener sys., spline nonlinearities, variable knots, ident. Hughes, M.C., +, T-AC Oct 05 1617-1622
kernel partially lin. models and nonlin. ident. Espinoza, M., +, T-AC Oct 05 1602-1606
nonlin. sys., model quality. Milanese, M., +, T-AC Oct 05 1606-1611
nonlin. sys., sampled-data models. Yue, J.J., +, T-AC Oct 05 1477-1489
prefiltering, nonlin. syst. ident., role. Spinelli, W., +, T-AC Oct 05 1597-1602
solution to the problem of range identification in perspective vision systems. Karagannis, D., +, T-AC Dec 05 2074-2077
solving, class of matrix eqns., gradient iter. algms. Feng Ding, +, T-AC Aug 05 1216-1221
system identification (special issue). T-AC Oct 05 1473, 1477-1637
system identification (special issue intro.). Ljung, L., +, T-AC Oct 05 1473
system ident., convex analytic approach. Saligruma, V., T-AC Oct 05 1550-1566
Identification; cf. Parameter estimation; State estimation
Identification technology

system identification (special issue). T-AC Oct 05 1473, 1477-1637
system identification (special issue intro.). Ljung, L., +, T-AC Oct 05 1473
IEEE

list of reviewers, 2004. T-AC May 05 747-751
IIR digital filters

Wiener sys., spline nonlinearities, variable knots, ident. Hughes, M.C., +, T-AC Oct 05 1617-1622
Induction motors

ident. of IM params., nonlin. least-squares approach. Kaiyu Wang, +, T-AC Oct 05 1622-1628
Industrial control

learning gain matrix of iter. learning control algm., presence of meas. noise, selection. Saab, S.S., T-AC Nov 05 1761-1774
Industrial control; cf. Process control
Information networks; cf. Internet
Information theory; cf. Entropy

Input-output stability

input/output control of asynchronous sequential machines. Geng, X., +, T-AC Dec 05 1956-1970
$L^p$-input converging-state property, remarks. Ryan, E.P., T-AC Jul 05 1051-1054
Integral equations

Markov-modulated Poisson obs., general smoothing formulas. Elliott, R.J., +, T-AC Aug 05 1123-1134
Integration (mathematics)

determ. of optimal gaits, appl., snake-like serial-link struct., method. Hicks, G., +, T-AC Sep 05 1291-1306
operational matrix of integral., optimal control via Fourier series. Mohan, B.M., +, T-AC Sep 05 1466-1467
Intelligent actuators

hysteresis, smart materials, adaptive ident. and control. Xiaoobo Tan, +, T-AC Jun 05 827-839
Preisach hysteresis operator, appl., control of smart actuators, approx. inversion. Iyer, R.V., +, T-AC Jun 05 798-810
Interconnected systems

interconnection of mixed port Hamiltonian systs., control. Macchelli, A., +, T-AC Nov 05 1839-1844
nonlin. systs., feedforward form, noisy outputs, stoch. stabil. Battilotti, S., T-AC Jun 05 100-105
Interconnected systems; cf. Cascade systems

Internet

book review; The Mathematics of Internet Congestion Control (R. Srikant; 2004). Derong Liu, T-AC Jan 05 134-138
dual congestion control algms., local bifurcation anal. Raina, G., T-AC Aug 05 1135-1146
Iterpolation

invariant measures for hybrid diffusion systs., num. approx. Yin, G.G., +, T-AC Jul 05 934-946
LMS algms., Markov regime-switching limit. Yin, G.G., +, T-AC May 05 577-593
Inverse problems

descriptor variable systs., time domain soln. Zhibin Yan, +, T-AC Nov 05 1796-1799
Iterative methods

av. operator-based PD-type iter. learning control for variable init. state error. Kwang-Hyun Park, T-AC Jun 05 865-869
correction to "Homogeneous observers, iterative design, and global stabilization of high-order nonlinear systems by smooth output feedback" (Jul 04 1069-1080). Yang, B., +, T-AC Nov 05 1916
feedback tuning, asymptotic accuracy. Hildebrandr, R., +, T-AC Aug 05 1182-1185
feedback tuning, optimal prefiltering. Hildebrandr, R., +, T-AC Aug 05 1196-1200
finite step approx. for solving infinite horizon controlled Markov set-chains, error bounds. Hyeong Soo Chang, T-AC Sep 05 1413-1418
learning control, init. conds. Jian-Xin Xu, +, T-AC Sep 05 1349-1354
learning gain matrix of iter. learning control algm., presence of meas. noise, selection. Saab, S.S., T-AC Nov 05 1761-1774
Markov decision Processes, fractional costs. Zhiyuan Ren, +, T-AC May 05 646-650
multivariable systs., hierarchical least squares ident. methods. Feng Ding, +, T-AC Mar 05 397-402
optimal selection of the forgetting matrix into an iterative learning control algorithm. Saab, S.S., T-AC Dec 05 2039-2043
Preisach hysteresis operator, appl., control of smart actuators, approx. inversion. Iyer, R.V., +, T-AC Jun 05 798-810
solving Markov decision proc., evol. policy iter. Hyeong Soo Chang, +, T-AC Nov 05 1804-1808
stabil. of networked control systs., random delays, method. Liqun Zhang, +, T-AC Aug 05 1177-1181
sys., input deadzone, iter. learning control. Jian-Xin Xu, +, T-AC Sep 05 1455-1459

J

Jacobian matrices

robots, uncertain kinematics and actuator model, task-space adaptive setpoint control. Chao Liu, +, T-AC Nov 05 1854-1860

+ Check author entry for coauthors
Kalman filtering
continuous-time jump lin. systs., optimal lin. mean sq. filter. Fragoso, M.D., +, T-AC Sep 05 1364-1369
extended noise environments, Kalman filtering. Diversi, R., +, T-AC Sep 05 1396-1402
pairwise Markov trees, multiscale Bayesian restoration. Desbouvries, F., +, T-AC Aug 05 1185-1190
Kalman filters
polynomial extended Kalman filter. Germani, A., +, T-AC Dec 05 2059-2064
Kinematics; cf. Robot kinematics
K
Languages; cf. Formal languages
L
Laplace transforms
descriptor variable systs., time domain soln. Zhibin Yan, +, T-AC Nov 05 1796-1799
Large-scale systems
decentralized control for large-scale systs., global low-rank enhanc. Zecevic, A.I., +, T-AC May 05 740-744
Large-scale systems; cf. Interconnected systems
Learning control systems
av. operator-based PD-type iter. learning control for variable init. state error. Kwang-Hyun Park, T-AC Jun 05 865-869
gain max. of iter. learning control algm., presence of meas. noise, selection. Saab, S.S., T-AC Nov 05 1761-1774
iter. learning control, init. consds. Jian-Xin Xu, +, T-AC Sep 05 1349-1354
systs., input deadzone, iter. learning control. Jian-Xin Xu, +, T-AC Sep 05 1455-1459
Learning systems
online policy gradient algmns., basic formula. Xi-Ren Cao, T-AC May 05 60-69
optimal selection of the forgetting matrix into an iterative learning control algorithm. Saab, S.S., T-AC Dec 05 2039-2043
Least mean square methods
algms., Markov regime-switching limit. Yin, G.G., +, T-AC May 05 577-593
continuous-time jump lin. systs., optimal lin. mean sq. filter. Fragoso, M.D., +, T-AC Sep 05 1364-1369
Least squares methods
continuous-time systs., unknown time delay, online ident. Ren, X.M., +, T-AC Sep 05 1418-1422
fast nonlin. model ident. method. Kang Li, +, T-AC Aug 05 1211-1216
Hammerstein systs., least squares support vector machines, subspace ident. Goethals, L., +, T-AC Oct 05 1509-1519
ident. of IM params., nonlin. least-squares approach. Kaiyu Wang, +, T-AC Oct 05 1622-1624
IIR Wiener systs., spline nonlinearities, variable knots, ident. Hughes, M.C., +, T-AC Oct 05 1617-1622
kernel partially lin. models and nonlin. ident. Espinoza, M., +, T-AC Oct 05 1602-1606
multivariable systs., hierarchical least squares ident. methods. Feng Ding, +, T-AC Mar 05 397-402
struct. total least squares for syst. ident. and model reduction. Markovsky, I., +, T-AC Oct 05 1490-1500
tracking algms., adaptive optim. Buche, R., +, T-AC Nov 05 1749-1760
Legged locomotion
controlled symms. and pass. walking. Spong, M.W., +, T-AC Jul 05 1025-1031
Lie algebras
2 coupled spin 1’s, controllability, observability, param. ident. D’Alessandro, D., T-AC Jul 05 1054-1058
nonlin. time-varying systs., controllability. Bhat, S.P., T-AC Nov 05 1725-1735
switched bilinear systs., controllability. Daizhan Cheng, T-AC Apr 05 511-515
Limit cycles
dual ingestion control algms., local bifurcation anal. Raina, G., T-AC Aug 05 1135-1146
oscills., backstepping, high-dimens. systs., stabil. Aracil, J., +, T-AC May 05 705-710
Linear algebra; cf. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors; Vectors
Linear approximation
mech. systs., unactuated cyclic variable, nonlin. control. Grizzle, J.W., +, T-AC May 05 559-576
uncertain nonlin. systs., uncontrollable/unobservable linearization, robust output feedback stabil. Bo Yang, +, T-AC May 05 619-630
Linear matrix inequalities
remarks on strong stabilization and stable H/sup/inf// controller design. Gummassoy, S., +, T-AC Dec 05 2083-2087
Linear programming
control-oriented model validation and errors quantification, l_i setup. Sokolov, V.F., T-AC Oct 05 1501-1508
ident. of hybrid systs., Bayesian approach. Juloski, A.L., +, T-AC Oct 05 1520-1533
Markov decision Processeses, fractional costs. Zhiyuan Ren, +, T-AC May 05 646-650
stoch. nets., workload models. Meyn, S.P., T-AC Aug 05 1106-1122
Linear-quadratic/Gaussian control
iter. feedback tuning, optimal prefiltering. Hildebrand, R., +, T-AC Aug 05 1196-1200
Linear systems
av. operator-based PD-type iter. learning control for variable init. state error. Kwang-Hyun Park, T-AC Jun 05 865-869
book review; Constrained Optimal Control of Linear and Hybrid Systems (Borelli, F.; 2003). Hai Lin, T-AC Jul 05 1069-1070
class of slowly time varying systs., modeling uncertainties, adaptive control. Fidan, B., +, T-AC Jul 05 915-920
collection of single-input nonlin. systs., simultaneous stabil. Wu, J.-L., T-AC May 05 528-337
continuous-time jump lin. systs., optimal lin. mean sq. filter. Fragoso, M.D., +, T-AC Sep 05 1364-1369
control laws, part II, distrib. delay. Qing-Chang Zhong, T-AC May 05 729-734
delay-depend. control of time-delay systs., results. Mahmoud, M.S., +, T-AC Jun 05 95-100
discrete-time lin. systs., finite-time control. Amato, F., +, T-AC May 05 724-729
discrete-time periodic systs., fault detect. Zhang, P., +, T-AC Feb 05 239-244
discrete-time systs., composite quadratic Lyapunov fns., absobl. stabil. anal. Tingshu Hu, +, T-AC Jun 05 781-797
flexible systs., H model reduction. Geromel, J.C., +, T-AC Mar 05 402-406
glob. stabil. region, anal. and synthesis. Halsey, K.A., +, T-AC Jul 05 997-1009
global robust output regulation problem, general formulation and solvability. Zhivong Chen, +, T-AC Apr 05 448-462
Hammerstein systs., least squares support vector machines, subspace ident. Goethals, L., +, T-AC Oct 05 1509-1519
H^sup/c/ control and estim., preview-part II. Tadmor, G., +, T-AC Jan 05 19-28
H^sup/c/ control and estim., preview-part II. Tadmor, G., +, T-AC Jan 05 29-40
IIR Wiener systs., spline nonlinearities, variable knots, ident. Hughes, M.C., +, T-AC Oct 05 1617-1622
implicit Lyapunov fns. and isochrones. Adamy, J., +, T-AC Jul 05 874-879
input design via LMIs admitting freq.-wise model specs., confidence regions. Jansson, H., +, T-AC Oct 05 1534-1549
kernel partially lin. models and nonlin. ident. Espinoza, M., +, T-AC Oct 05 1602-1606
LTI continuous interval dyn. systs., assessing stabil. Kolev, L., +, T-AC Mar 05 393-397
Lyapunov matrix equations

robust stabil. of polytopic systs., polynomially param.-depend. Lyapunov fns. Chesi, G., + , T-AC Mar 05 365-370

solving, class of matrix eqns., gradient iter. algms. Feng Ding, + , T-AC Aug 05 1216-1221

Lyapunov methods

attitude tracking of spacecraft, inverse optimal adaptive control. Wencheng Lu, + , T-AC Nov 05 1629-1654
class of stoch. time-delay nonlin. systs., output feedback stabil. Yusun Fu, + , T-AC Jan 05 847-851
class of time delayed systs., robust backstepping control. Changchun Hua, + , T-AC Jan 05 894-899
delay-depend. control of time-delay systs., results. Mahmoud, M.S., + , T-AC Jan 05 95-100
discontinuous dynamical systems. determined by semigroups, stabil. anal. Michel, A.N., + , T-AC Sep 05 1277-1290
discontinuous retarded functional DE, appls., stabil. Ye Sun, + , T-AC Aug 05 1090-1105
discrete-time systs., composite quadratic Lyapunov fns., abs. stabl. anal. Tingshu Hu, + , T-AC Jan 05 781-797
energy-based control for swinging up 2 pendulums. Xin Xin, + , T-AC May 05 679-684
fund. car-traffic law, min-plus derivation. Lottito, P.A., + , T-AC May 05 699-705
hybrid impulsive and switching systs. and appl., nonlin. control. Zhi-Hong Guan, + , T-AC Jul 05 1058-1062
iter. learning control, init. consds. Juan-Xin Xu, + , T-AC Sep 05 1349-1354
Krasovskii-LaSalle theorem for nonlin. time-varying systs., gen. Ti-Chung Lee, + , T-AC Aug 05 1147-1163
LaSalle's invariance principle and appl., robust sync. of general vector Lienard eqns. Guanrong Chen, + , T-AC Jun 05 869-874
lin. systs., implicit Lyapunov fns. and isochrones. Adamy, J., T-AC Jun 05 874-879
discontinuous nonlin. systs., scheduled mode transits., predictive control. Zhongliang Lin, + , T-AC Jul 05 577-593
L^1-input converging-state property, remarks. Ryan, E.P., T-AC Jul 05 1051-1054
model predictive control. Grimson, G., + , T-AC May 05 546-558
multiagent systs., time-depend. commun. links, stabil. Moreau, L., T-AC Feb 05 169-182
multimachine power systs., nontrivial transfer conductances, transient stabl. Ortega, R., + , T-AC Jun 05 60-75
nested Matrosov theorem and persistency of excit. for uniform convergence, stable nonautonomous systs. Borrelli, A., + , T-AC Feb 05 183-198
neutral time-delay systs., LMI approach, exponential estimates. Khartitonov, V., + , T-AC May 05 666-670
nonaffine systs., stabil. Mousay, E., + , T-AC Apr 05 520-526
nonlin. time-delay systs., adaptive feedback control. Xiaokong Jiang, + , T-AC Nov 05 1909-1913
quantum state reduction, feedback control. van Handel, R., + , T-AC Jun 05 768-780
retarded time-delay systs., LMI approach, exponential estimates. Mondie, S., + , T-AC Feb 05 268-273
stationary control, stabil. Antti Pursula, + , T-AC May 05 106-111
stabil. for limit cycle oscills., piecewise lin. systs., regions. Gao, C.K., + , T-AC Nov 05 1629-1634
stabilization of linear delayed oscillator. Daizhan Cheng, + , T-AC Sep 05 1375-1379
stabilizing the linear time-invariant system. Liu, W., T-AC Aug 05 1181-1190
transient response. Chen, R., + , T-AC Aug 05 1191-1196
unified design for LMI based stabilization. Xiaohong Jiao, + , T-AC Sep 05 1382-1387

Log normal distributions

computationally tractable stochastic power control laws, wireless commun. Minyi Huang, + , T-AC Feb 05 263-268
Lyapunov methods; cf. Lyapunov matrix equations

M

Magnetic devices; cf. Magnetostriective devices

Magnetostriective devices

hysteresis, smart materials, adaptive ident. and control. Xiaobo Tan, +, T-AC Jan 05 827-839
Preisach hysteresis operator, appl., control of smart actuators, approx. inversion. Iyer, R.V., +, T-AC Jun 05 798-810

Manipulator dynamics

state-constrained differential inequalities and appl., time-optimal control, comp. principle. Seung-Jeun Kim, +, T-AC Jul 05 967-983

Manipulator kinematics

robots, uncertain kinematics and actuator model, task-space adaptive setpoint control. Chao Liu, +, T-AC Nov 05 1854-1860

Manipulators; cf. Manipulator dynamics; Manipulator kinematics

Markov processes

adaptive sampled control of hybrid systs., quadratic index, optimality anal. Shaping Tan, +, T-AC Jul 05 1044-1051
continuous-time jump lin. systs., optimal lin. mean sq. filter. Fragoso, M.D., +, T-AC Sep 05 1364-1369
decision Processes, fractional costs. Zhiyuan Ren, +, T-AC May 05 646-650
finite step approx. for solving infinite horizon controlled Markov set-chains, error bounds. Hyeong Soo Chang, T-AC Sep 05 1413-1418
invariant measures for hybrid diffusion systs., num. approx. Yin, G.G., +, T-AC Jul 05 934-946
Markov-modulated Poisson obs., general smoothing formulas. Elliott, R.J., +, T-AC Aug 05 1123-1134
networked control, H. approach. Seiler, P., +, T-AC Mar 05 356-364
nonlin. systs., feedforward form, noisy outputs, stoch. stabil. Battilotti, S., T-AC Jun 05 100-105
online policy gradient algms., basic formula. Xi-Ren Cao, T-AC May 05 696-699
regenerative switching model, optimal selling rules. Guo, X., +, T-AC Sep 05 1450-1455
sols. of jump LQ problem and coupled algebraic Riccati eqn., stabil. and positiveness. Val, J.B.Rd., +, T-AC May 05 691-695
solving Markov decision proc., evol. policy iter. Hyeong Soo Chang, +, T-AC Nov 05 1804-1808
stabil. of networked control systs., random delays, method. Lijian Zhang, +, T-AC Aug 05 1177-1181
stoch. systs., time-varying delay, nonlinearity, Markovian switching, delay-depend. exponential stabil. Dong Yue, +, T-AC Feb 05 217-222
systs., meas. faults, Cramer-Rao-type estim. lower bound. Rapoport, I., +, T-AC Sep 05 1234-1245
Markov processes; cf. Hidden Markov models

Mathematical analysis

Mathematical analysis; cf. Differential equations; Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions; Integral equations; Inverse problems

Mathematical programming; cf. Dynamic programming; Geometric programming; Linear programming

Mathematics; cf. Algebra; Functions; Geometry; Mathematical analysis; Probability; Set theory

Matrices

dyn. fictitious play, dyn. gradient play, distrib. convergence, Nash equilibria. Shamma, J.S., +, T-AC Mar 05 312-327
H’ cont. and estim., preview-part I. Tadmor, G., +, T-AC Jan 05 19-28
Laguere-Gram-reduced-order modeling. Amghayrir, A., +, T-AC Sep 05 1432-1435
LTI continuous interval dyn. systs., assessing stabil. Kolev, L., +, T-AC Mar 05 393-397
multivariable systs., hierarchical least squares ident. methods. Feng Ding, +, T-AC Mar 05 397-402
operational matrix of integrat., optimal control via Fourier series. Mohan, B.M., +, T-AC Sep 05 1466-1467
resilient and robust static output-feedback, ellipsoidal sets. Peaucelle, D., +, T-AC Jun 05 899-904
soln. of unified coupled Riccati eqn., improved lower matrix bound. Chien-Hua Lee, T-AC Aug 05 1221-1223
time-varying complex dynamical net. model and controlled sync. criteria. Jinhu Lu, +, T-AC Jun 05 841-846

Matrix algebra; cf. Covariance matrices; Jacobian matrices; Linear matrix inequalities; Lyapunov matrix equations; Matrix decomposition; Polynomial matrices; Toeplitz matrices

Matrix decomposition

gast nonlin. model ident. method. Kang Li, +, T-AC Aug 05 1211-1216
nonlin. control systs., nonsquare spectral factorization. Petersen, M.A., +, T-AC Mar 05 286-298

Maximum likelihood estimation

bilnear systs., max.-likelihood param. estim. Gibson, S., +, T-AC Oct 05 1581-1596
noisy freq. domain data, numerically robust transfer fn. modeling. Balhkeel, A., +, T-AC Nov 05 1835-1839
struct. total least squares for syst. ident. and model reduction. Markovsky, I., +, T-AC Oct 05 1490-1500

Maximum principle

risk-sensitive max. principle. Lim, A.E.B., +, T-AC Jul 05 958-966
state-constrained differential inequalities and appl., time-optimal control, comp. principle. Seung-Jeun Kim, +, T-AC Jul 05 967-983

Measurement; cf. Noise measurement

Mechanical engineering; cf. Structural engineering

Mechanical products

interconnection and damping assignment passivity-based control of mechanical systems with underactuation degree one. Acosta, J.A., +, T-AC Dec 05 1936-1955

Mechanical properties; cf. Friction

Mechanical variables control; cf. Force control; Velocity control

Mechanics; cf. Damping

Memoryless systems

IIR Wiener systs., spline nonlinearities, variable knots, ident. Hughes, M.C., +, T-AC Oct 05 1617-1622
quantized feedback control, sector bound approach. Minyue Fu, +, T-AC Nov 05 1698-1711
recursive ident. for Hammerstein systs., discontinuous piecewise-lin. memoryless block, strong consistency. Han-Fu Chen, T-AC Oct 05 1612-1617
Wiener syst. ident., subspace approaches. Raich, R., +, T-AC Oct 05 1629-1634

MIMO systems

Hammerstein systs., least squares support vector machines, subspace ident. Goethals, I., +, T-AC Oct 05 1509-1519
Laguere-Gram-reduced-order modeling. Amghayrir, A., +, T-AC Sep 05 1432-1435
plants, presence of actuator and sens. uncertain hysteresis nonlinearities, output zeroing. Parlangeli, G., +, T-AC Sep 05 1403-1407

Minimax control

single machine, Wiener increment yield, optimal offline control. Kogan, K., +, T-AC Nov 05 1850-1854

Minimax methods

constrained min-max predictive control. Alam, T., +, T-AC May 05 710-714
end-to-end bandwidth guarantees, fair local spectrum share, wireless ad-hoc nets. Sarkar, S., +, T-AC Sep 05 1246-1259

Minimization methods

Laguerre-Gram-reduced-order modeling. Amghayrir, A., +, T-AC Sep 05 1432-1435
mixed H2/H∞ setting, fault detect. Khosrowjerdi, M.J., +, T-AC Jul 05 1063-1068
multiple-model approach, general model-set design methods. Li, X.R., +, T-AC Sep 05 1260-1276

Mobile communication

least-squares tracking algms., adaptive optim. Buche, R., +, T-AC Nov 05 1749-1760

Mobile robots

determ. of optimal gaits, appl., snake-like serial-link struct., method. Hicks, G., +, T-AC Sep 05 1291-1306
form. control of unicycles, necessary and sufficient graphical cons. Zhiyun Lin, +, T-AC Jan 05 121-127
Groups of mobile autonomous agents, nearest neighbor Rules, coord. Lixin Gao, +, T-AC Nov 05 1913-1916
mech. systs., unactuated cyclic variable, nonlin. control. Grizzle, J.W., +, T-AC May 05 559-576

+ Check author entry for coauthors
Mobile robots; cf. Legged locomotion

Modeling

- hierarchical interface-based supervisor Control-part I, serial case. Ledec, R.L., + , T-AC Sep 05 1322-1335
- Laguerre-Gram reduced-order modeling. Amghayir, A., + , T-AC Sep 05 1432-1435
- multiple-model approach, general model-set design methods. Li, X.R., + , T-AC Sep 05 1260-1276

Model reference adaptive control

- stable MRAC, normalization necessary. Barabanov, N., + , T-AC Sep 05 1384-1390

Moment methods

- general moment problem via, 1-param. imbedding, soln. Georgiou, T.T., T-AC Jun 05 811-826

Monte Carlo methods

- extended noise environments, Kalman filtering, Diversi, R., + , T-AC Sep 05 1396-1402
- IIR Wiener systs., spline nonlinearities, variable knots, ident. Hughes, M.C., + , T-AC Oct 05 1617-1622

Motion control

- controlled symms. and pass. walking. Spong, M.W., + , T-AC Jul 05 1025-1031
- energy-based control for swinging up 2 pendulums. Xin Xin, + , T-AC May 05 679-684

Motion-planning

- nonminimum phase systs. removes perform. limitations, path-following. Aguiar, A.P., + , T-AC Feb 05 234-239

Multidimensional systems

- controllability counterexample. Elliott, D.L., T-AC Jun 05 840-841
- discontinuous dynamical systs. determined by semigroups, stabil. anal. Michel, A.N., + , T-AC Sep 05 1277-1290
- input design via LMIs admitting freq.-wise model specs., confidence regions. Jansson, H., + , T-AC Oct 05 1534-1549
- interconnected of mixed port Hamiltonian systs., control. Macchelli, A., + , T-AC Nov 05 1839-1844
- Laguerre-Gram reduced-order modeling. Amghayir, A., + , T-AC Sep 05 1432-1435
- periodic sigs. for DPS, output regulation. Immonen, E., + , T-AC Nov 05 1799-1804
- presence of uncertain arbitrarily large delay, stabil. Miller, D.E., + , T-AC Aug 05 1074-1089
- synthesis of switching rules for multimodal systs., randomized algms. Ishii, H., + , T-AC Jun 05 754-767
- uncertain LFT systs., robust $H_2$ and $H_\infty$ filters. Kunpeng Sun, + , T-AC May 05 715-720

Multivariable systems

- bilinear systs., max.-likelihood param. estim. Gibson, S., + , T-AC Oct 05 1581-1596
- quantized feedback control, sector bound approach. Minyue Fu, + , T-AC Nov 05 1698-1711
- resilient and robust static output-feedback, ellipsoidal sets. Peaucelle, D., + , T-AC Jun 05 899-904
- systs., hierarchical least squares ident. methods. Deng Ding, + , T-AC Mar 05 397-402
- virtual Grouping adaptive actuator failure compensation for MIMO nonlin. systs. Xiodynamics, + , T-AC Nov 05 1775-1780

Multivariable systems; cf. MIMO systems

- N

Networks (circuits); cf. Phase locked loops

Neural networks

- multiple time varying delays, global stabil. anal. Ensari, T., + , T-AC Nov 05 1781-1785

Noise

- extended noise environments, Kalman filtering, Diversi, R., + , T-AC Sep 05 1396-1402
- learning gain matrix of iter. learning control algm., presence of meas. noise, selection. Saab, S.S., T-AC Nov 05 1761-1774

Noise measurement

- authors' reply to "Control over noisy channels" (Jul 04 1196-1201). Tatikonda, S., + , T-AC Dec 05 2110
- comments on "Control over noisy channels" and relevant negative results. Matveev, A.S., + , T-AC Dec 05 2105-2110

Nonlinear control systems

- interconnection and damping assignment passivity-based control of mechanical systems with underactuation degree one. Acosta, J.A., + , T-AC Dec 05 1936-1955

Nonlinear differential equations

- DAE systs., control-depend. state-space, output feedback precompensator. Contou-Carrère, M.-N., + , T-AC Nov 05 1831-1835
- dual congestion control algms., local bifurcation anal. Raina, G., T-AC Aug 05 1135-1146
- nonaffine systs., stabil. Moulay, E., + , T-AC Apr 05 520-526

Nonlinear dynamic systems

- efficient sequential linear quadratic algorithm for solving nonlinear optimal control problems. Sideris, A., + , T-AC Dec 05 2043-2047

Nonlinear equations

- risk-sensitive max. principle. Lim, A.E.B., + , T-AC Jul 05 958-966

Nonlinear equations; cf. Nonlinear differential equations

Nonlinear programming; cf. Convex programming; Quadratic programming

Nonlinear systems

- adaptive variable structure control of a class of nonlinear systems with unknown Prandtl-Ishlinskii hysteresis. Su, C.-Y., + , T-AC Dec 05 2069-2074
- class of chaotic systs. from nonlin. observer approach, secure sync. Celikovsky, S., + , T-AC Jan 05 76-82
- class of globally output feedback stabilizable nonlinear nonminimum phase systems. Marino, R., + , T-AC Dec 05 2097-2101
- class of nonlin. systs. by output feedback, global exponential stabil. Holm Lim Choi, + , T-AC Feb 05 255-257
- class of nonlin. systs., sens. bias fault isolation. Xiaodong Zhang, + , T-AC Mar 05 370-376
- class of stochastic time-delay nonlin. systs., output feedback stabil. Yasun Fu, + , T-AC Jun 05 847-853
- class of time delayed systs., robust backstepping control. Changchun Hua, + , T-AC Jun 05 894-899
- controlled symms. and pass. walking. Spong, M.W., + , T-AC Jul 05 1025-1031
- correction to "Homogeneous observers, iterative design, and global stabilization of high-order nonlinear systems by smooth output feedback" (Jul 04 1069-1080). Yang. B., + , T-AC Nov 05 1916
- DAE systs., control-depend. state-space, output feedback precompensator. Contou-Carrère, M.-N., + , T-AC Nov 05 1831-1835
- differential eigenstructure of Hankel operators, nonlin. input-normal realizations. Fujimoto, K., + , T-AC Jan 05 2-18
- discrete-time systs., observability quadratic normal form. Belmontouh, I., + , T-AC Jul 05 1031-1038
- energy-based control for swinging up 2 pendulums. Xin Xin, + , T-AC May 05 679-684
- fast nonlin. model ident. method. Kang Li, + , T-AC Aug 05 1211-1216
- feedforward form, noisy outputs, stoch. stabil. Battilotti, S., T-AC Jan 05 100-105
- feedforward forms, geometric charactr. Astolfi, A., + , T-AC Jul 05 1016-1021
- global robust output regulation problem, general formulization and solvability. Zhivong Chen, + , T-AC Apr 05 448-462
- hybrid impulsive and switching systs. and appl., nonlin. control. Zhi-Hong Guan, + , T-AC Jul 05 1058-1062
- ident. of nonlin. systs., model quality. Milanese, M., + , T-AC Oct 05 1606-1611
- kernel partially lin. models and nonlin. ident. Espinoza, M., + , T-AC Oct 05 1602-1606
- Krassovskii-LaSalle theorem for nonlin. time-varying systs., gen. Ti-Chung Lee, + , T-AC Aug 05 1147-1163
- learning gain matrix of iter. learning control algm., presence of meas. noise, selection. Saab, S.S., T-AC Nov 05 1761-1774
- limited inform. feedback, stabil. Liberzon, D., + , T-AC Jun 05 910-915
- mech. systs., unactuated cyclic variable, nonlin. control. Grizzle, J.W., + , T-AC May 05 559-576

+ Check author entry for coauthors
Numerical analysis; cf. Difference equations; Error analysis; Interpolation; Iterative methods; Monte Carlo methods

Nonlinear systems; cf. Bilinear systems; Nonlinear control systems

Numerical stability
fast nonlin. model ident. method. Kang Li, +, T-AC Aug 05 1211-1216

Nyquist stability
quasipolynomials and finite inclusions theorem, robust stabil. Mondie, S., +, T-AC Nov 05 1826-1831

Observer

Observability
2 coupled spin 1’s, controllability, observability, param. ident. D’Alessandro, D., T-AC Jul 05 1054-1058
3-domain security policies, observability, characterizing intrinsative noninterference. Hadj-Alouane, N.B., +, T-AC Jun 05 920-925
authors’ reply to “Control over noisy channels” (Jul 04 1196-1201). Taitkonda, S., +, T-AC Dec 05 2110
comments on “Control over noisy channels” and relevant negative results. Matevee, A.S., +, T-AC Dec 05 2105-2110
decentralized supervisory control, conditional decisions. Tae-Sic Yoo, +, T-AC Aug 05 1205-1211
discrete-time systs., observability quadratic normal form. Belmontouh, I., +, T-AC Jul 05 1031-1038
nonpathological sampling of switched linear systems. Babadl, M., +, T-AC Dec 05 2102-2105
supervisor for partially obs. discrete-event systs. by allowing nondeterminism, control, polynomial synthesis. Kumar, R., +, T-AC Apr 05 463-475
switched systs., nonlin. norm-observability notions and stabil. Hespanha, J.P., +, T-AC Feb 05 154-168
switching discrete-time lin. systs., receding-horizon estim. Alessandri, A., +, T-AC Nov 05 1736-1748

Observers
certainty-equivalence output-feedback design, circle-criterion observers. Arcak, M., T-AC Jun 05 905-909
class of chaotic systs. from nonlin. observer approach, secure sync. Celikovsky, S., +, T-AC Jan 05 76-82
class of time delayed systs., robust backstepping control. Changchun Hua, +, T-AC Jun 05 894-899
controller parametric robustification, observer-based formulation and multimodel design tech. Le Gorrec, Y., +, T-AC Apr 05 526-531
coobservable langs. and formulas for their super/sublanguages, character. Takai, S., +, T-AC Apr 05 434-447
decentralized supervisory control, conditional decisions. Tae-Sic Yoo, +, T-AC Aug 05 1205-1211
discrete-time systs., observability quadratic normal form. Belmontouh, I., +, T-AC Jul 05 1031-1038
fault directions for mutual detectability, approx. Yongmin Kim, +, T-AC Jul 05 851-855
lin. neutral delay systs., reduced-order observers. Darouach, M., T-AC Sep 05 1407-1413
Markov-modulated Poisson obs., general smoothing formulas. Elliott, R.J., +, T-AC Aug 05 1123-1134
mech. systs., second-order sliding-mode observer. Davila, J., +, T-AC Nov 05 1785-1789
MIMO plants, presence of actuator and sens. uncertain hysteress nonlinearities, output zeroing. Parlangeli, G., +, T-AC Sep 05 1403-1407
nested feedback systs., anal. and synthesis. Halsey, K.M., +, T-AC Jul 05 984-996
output feedback for planar systs. without observable linearization, global finite-time stabil. Chunjiang Qian, +, T-AC Jun 05 885-890
output feedback stabil. and approx. and restricted tracking for class of cascaded systs. Astolfi, A., +, T-AC Sep 05 1390-1396
 supervisors for partially obs. discrete-event systs. by allowing nondeterminism, control, polynomial synthesis. Kumar, R., +, T-AC Apr 05 463-475
switched systs., delays, State variables, lin. functional observers. Darouach, M., T-AC Feb 05 228-233
uncertain nonlin. systs., uncontrollable/unobservable linearization, robust output feedback stabil. Bo Yang, +, T-AC May 05 619-630
unknown input proportional multiple-integral observer design for lin. descriptor systs. Koenig, D., T-AC Feb 05 212-217

Operations research; cf. Scheduling

Optimal control

attitude tracking of spacecraft, inverse optimal adaptive control. Wencheng Liao, +, T-AC Nov 05 1639-1644

centralized optimal control. Yu-Chi Ho, T-AC Apr 05 537-538

computationally tractable stoch. power control laws, wireless communs. 

Minty Huang, +, T-AC Feb 05 263-268

control-oriented model validation and errors quantification, I3 setup. Sokolov, V.F., T-AC Oct 05 1501-1508

detern. of optimal gaits, appl., snake-like serial-link struct., method. Hicks, G., +, T-AC Sep 05 1291-1306

efficient sequential linear quadratic algorithm for solving nonlinear optimal control problems. Sideris, A., +, T-AC Dec 05 2043-2047

empty vehicle redistribution, 2 depot service systs., optimal threshold control. Dong-Ping Song, T-AC Jan 05 87-90

finite step approxs. for solving infinite horizon controlled Markov set-chains, error bounds. Hyeong Soo Chang, T-AC Sep 05 1413-1418

lin. state delay systs., optimal filtering. Basin, M., +, T-AC May 05 684-690

nonminimum phase systs. removes limitations, path-following. Aguiar, A.P., +, T-AC Feb 05 234-239

operational matrix of integrat., optimal control via Fourier series. Mohan, B.M., +, T-AC Sep 05 1466-1467

optimal selection of the forgetting matrix into an iterative learning control algorithm. Saab, S.S., T-AC Dec 05 2039-2043

proc. times, single-stage DEDS, blocking, optimal control. Moon, J., +, T-AC Jul 05 800-804

spacecraft thruster control allocation problems. Servidia, P.A., +, T-AC Feb 05 245-249

stabil., lin. syst., Saturation Through optimal control. Goehel, R., T-AC May 05 650-655

static control policies, discrete-event systs., optimality. Lei Miao, +, T-AC Sep 05 1427-1431

uncertain time-varying systs., state-delay, constrained MPC algm. Seung Cheol Jeong, +, T-AC Feb 05 257-263

Optimal control; cf. Cost optimal control; Maximum principle; Suboptimal control; Time optimal control

Optimization methods

computationally tractable stoch. power control laws, wireless communs. Minty Huang, +, T-AC Feb 05 263-268

discrete-time systs., composite quadratic Lyapunov fors., absol. stabil. anal. Tingfu Hu, +, T-AC Jan 05 781-797

least-squares tracking algms., adaptive optim. Buche, R., +, T-AC Nov 05 1749-1760

lin. systs. subj., time-domain constraints, polynomial pole placement and LMIs, control. Henrion, D., +, T-AC Sep 05 1360-1364

optimizing simultaneously, numerator/denominator polynomials, Youla-Kucera parametrization. Henrion, D., +, T-AC Sep 05 1369-1374

predictive control routines, avoiding constraints redundancy. Olaru, S., +, T-AC Sep 05 1459-1465

regime switching model, optimal selling rules. Guo, X., +, T-AC Sep 05 1450-1455

resilient and robust static output-feedback, ellipsoidal sets. Peaucelle, D., +, T-AC Jun 05 899-904

robust MPC, optimizing predict. dynamics. Cannon, M., +, T-AC Nov 05 1892-1897

sampling subsets of H, appls., risk-adjusted perform. anal. and model (in)validation, algm. Senaier, M., +, T-AC Mar 05 410-416

spacecraft thruster control allocation problems. Servidia, P.A., +, T-AC Feb 05 245-249

static control policies, discrete-event systs., optimality. Lei Miao, +, T-AC Sep 05 1427-1431

uncertain time-varying systs., state-delay, constrained MPC algm. Seung Cheol Jeong, +, T-AC Feb 05 257-263

Output feedback

controller design for achieving ISS and related props., unified approach. Shoudong Huang, +, T-AC Nov 05 1681-1697

lin. systs., meas. nonlinearities, control. Battilotti, S., T-AC Nov 05 1872-1877

nonlin. DAE systs., control-depend. state-space, output feedback precompensator. Contou-Carrere, M.-N., +, T-AC Nov 05 1831-1835

nonlin. time-delay systs., adaptive feedback control. Xiaohong Jiao, +, T-AC Nov 05 1909-1913

quasicontinuous high-order sliding-mode controllers. Levant, A., T-AC Nov 05 1812-1816

random ref. tracking, systs., saturating actuators. Yongsoong Eun, +, T-AC Nov 05 1861-1866

robust MPC, optimizing predict. dynamics. Cannon, M., +, T-AC Nov 05 1892-1897

set of systs. under real-time sched. constraints, maximizing stabil. Rad. Papaloski, L., +, T-AC Nov 05 1790-1795

single machine, Wiener increment yield, optimal offline control. Kogan, K., +, T-AC Nov 05 1850-1854

unknown sinusoidal disturbances for class of nonlin. nonminimum phase systs., global compensation. Marino, R., +, T-AC Nov 05 1816-1822

Parameter estimation

2 coupled spin 1’s, controllability, observability, param. ident. D’Alessandro, D., T-AC Jul 05 1054-1058

adaptive sampled control of hybrid systs., quadratic index, optimality anal. Shaping Tan, +, T-AC Jul 05 1044-1051

ident. of hybrid systs., Bayesian approach. Juloski, A.L., +, T-AC Oct 05 1520-1533

ident. of IM params., nonlin. least-squares approach. Kiyu Wang, +, T-AC Oct 05 1622-1628

input design via LMIs admitting freq.-wise model specs., confidence regions. Jansson, H., +, T-AC Oct 05 1534-1549

piecewise affine syst. ident., bounded-error approach. Bemporad, A., +, T-AC Oct 05 1567-1580

systs., meas. faults, Cramer-Rao-type estim. lower bound. Rapoport, I., +, T-AC Sep 05 1234-1245

Wiener syst. ident., subspaces approaches. Raich, R., +, T-AC Oct 05 1629-1634

Passivation

interconnection and damping assignment passivity-based control of mechanical systems with underactuation degree one. Acosta, J.A., +, T-AC Dec 05 1936-1955

Pattern recognition

pairwise Markov trees, multiscale Bayesian restoration. Desbouvries, F., +, T-AC Aug 05 1185-1190

Pattern recognition; cf. Feature extraction

Periodic control

lin. discrete-time periodic systs., fault detect. Zhang, P., +, T-AC Feb 05 239-244

orb. stabil. of underactuated nonlin. systs., constructive tool. Shiriavae, A., +, T-AC Aug 05 1164-1176

presence of uncertain arbitrarily large delay, stabil. Miller, D.E., +, T-AC Aug 05 1074-1089

sigs. for DPS, output regulation. Immonen, E., +, T-AC Nov 05 1799-1804

tracking errors of plug-in type repetitive control systs., anal. and estim. Wu-Sung Yao, +, T-AC Aug 05 1190-1195

Periodic structures

Bode sensitivity integral for linear time-periodic systems. Sandberg, H., +, T-AC Dec 05 2034-2039


Perturbation methods

class of nonlin. systs. by output feedback, global exponential stabil. Ho-Lim Choi, +, T-AC Feb 05 255-257

control-oriented model validation and errors quantification, I3 setup. Sokolov, V.F., T-AC Oct 05 1501-1508

online policy gradient algms., basic formula. Xi-Ren Cao, T-AC May 05 696-699

Uncertain Descriptor systs., norm-Bounded Perturbations, robust normalization and stabil. Chong Lin, +, T-AC Apr 05 515-520

Phase locked loops

equivalence of three independently developed phase-locked loops. Ziaiami, A.K., +, T-AC Dec 05 2021-2027

+ Check author entry for coauthors
Piecewise linear approximation
recursive ident. for Hammerstein systs., discontinuous piecewise-lin. memoryless block, strong consistency. *Han-Fu Chen*, T-AC Oct 05 1612-1617

Pole assignment
lin. systs. subj., time-domain constraints, polynomial pole placement and LMs, control. *Henrion, D.*, +, T-AC Sep 05 1360-1364

Poles and zeros
fault directions for mutual detectability, approx. *Yongmin Kim, +*, T-AC Jun 05 851-855
transfer fins., nonnegative multiple poles, minimal pos. realizations. *Nagy, B.*, +, T-AC Sep 05 1447-1450

Poles and zeros; cf. Pole assignment; Zero assignment

Polynomial approximation
polynomial extended Kalman filter. *Germani, A.*, +, T-AC Dec 05 2059-2064

Polynomial matrices

Polynomials
constrained min-max predictive control. *Alamo, T.*, +, T-AC May 05 710-714
lin. systs. subj., time-domain constraints, polynomial pole placement and LMs, control. *Henrion, D.*, +, T-AC Sep 05 1360-1364
nonaffine systs., stabl. *Moulay, E.*, +, T-AC Apr 05 520-526
optimizing simultaneously, numerator/denominator polynomials, Youla-Kucera parameterization. *Henrion, D.*, +, T-AC Sep 05 1369-1374
output feedback systs., global robust output regulation. *Zhiyong Chen, +*, T-AC Jan 05 117-121
pos. definiteness of general quartic form, explicit criterion. *Fei Wang, +*, T-AC Mar 05 416-418
quasipolynomials and finite inclusions theorem, robust stabl. *Mondie, S.*, +, T-AC Nov 05 1826-1831
stabl. condns. via refl. coefs. of polynomials. *Nurges, U.*, T-AC Sep 05 1354-1360
static output feedback stabl. *Kharitonov, V.L.*, +, T-AC Jan 05 82-86

Polynomials; cf. Polynomial approximation; Polynomial matrices

Position control
book review; Singular Trajectories and Their Role in Control Theory (Bonnard, B. and Chyba, M.; 2003). *Yurkevich, Y.*, +, T-AC Feb 05 278-279
tracking of spacecraft, inverse optimal adaptive control. *Wencheng Luo, +*, T-AC Nov 05 1639-1654

Power control
computationally tractable stoch. power control laws, wireless commun. *Monyi Huang, +*, T-AC Feb 05 263-268

Power system control
multimachine power systs., nontrivial conductance flows, transient stabl. *Ortega, R.*, +, T-AC Jan 05 60-75

Power systems; cf. Power system control

Prediction methods
nonlin. time series, set membership predict. *Milanese, M.*, +, T-AC Nov 05 1655-1669

Predictive control
constrained min-max predictive control. *Alamo, T.*, +, T-AC May 05 710-714
H* control and estim., preview-part I. *Tadmor, G.*, +, T-AC Jan 05 19-28
H* control and estim., preview-part II. *Tadmor, G.*, +, T-AC Jan 05 29-40
model predictive control. *Grömmer, G.*, +, T-AC May 05 546-558
optim. routines, avoiding constraints redundancy. *Olaru, S.*, +, T-AC Sep 05 1459-1465
receding horizon control, general terminal cost, stabl. *Jadbabaie, A.*, +, T-AC May 05 674-678

R

Radio communication
end-to-end bandwidth guarantees, fair local spectrum share, wireless ad-hoc nets. *Sarkar, S.*, +, T-AC Sep 05 1246-1259

Radiofrequency interference; cf. White noise

Random noise; cf. Gaussian noise; White noise

Random processes; cf. Brownian motion

Reachability analysis

Realization theory
differential eigenspectrum of Hankel operators, nonlin. input-normal realizations. *Fujimoto, K.*, +, T-AC Jan 05 2-18

Recursive digital filters
IIR Wiener systs., spline nonlinearities, variable knots, ident. *Hughes, M.C.*, +, T-AC Oct 05 1617-1622

Recursive estimation
dual-rate stoch. systs. by output error method, param. estim. *Feng Ding, +*, T-AC Sep 05 1436-1441
fast nonlin. model ident. method. *Kang Li, +*, T-AC Aug 05 1211-1216
ident. for Hammerstein systs., discontinuous piecewise-lin. memoryless block, strong consistency. *Han-Fu Chen*, T-AC Oct 05 1612-1617
multivariable systs., hierarchical least squares ident. methods. *Feng Ding, +*, T-AC Mar 05 397-402
pairwise Markov trees, multiscale Bayesian restoration. *Desbouvries, F.*, +, T-AC Aug 05 1185-1190

+ Check author entry for coauthors
Reduced order systems
flexible systs., H_2 model reduction. Geromel, J.C., +, T-AC Mar 05 402-406
interval systs.), On Routh-Pade model reduction. Dolgin, Y., T-AC Feb 05 274-275
interval systs., Routh-Pade model reduction. Shih-Feng Yang, T-AC Feb 05 273-274
Laguerre-Gram reduced-order modeling. Amghayrir, A., +, T-AC Sep 05 1432-1435
lin. neutral delay systs., reduced-order observers. Darouach, M., T-AC Sep 05 1407-1413
mech. systs., unactuated cyclic variable, nonlinear. control. Grizzle, J.W., +, T-AC May 05 559-576
MIMO plants, presence of actuator and sens. uncertain hysteresis nonlinearities, output zeroing. Parlangeli, G., +, T-AC Sep 05 1403-1407
output feedback stabil. and approx. and restricted tracking for class of cascaded systs. Astolfi, A., +, T-AC Sep 05 1390-1396
proc. times, single-stage DEDS, blocking, optimal control. Moon, J., +, T-AC Jun 05 880-884
struct. total least squares for syst. ident. and model reduction. Markovsky, I., +, T-AC Oct 05 1490-1500
Redundancy
predictive control optim. routines, avoiding constraints reundancy. Olaru, S., +, T-AC Sep 05 1459-1465
virtual Grouping adaptive actuator failure compensation for MIMO nonlinear. systs. Xidong Tang, +, T-AC Nov 05 1775-1780
Relay control systems
chattering, continuous sliding-mode controllers. Boiko, I., +, T-AC Sep 05 1442-1446
Reliability
so far, model reduction. Grizzle, J.W., +, T-AC May 05 559-576

Robust control
adaptive variable structure control of a class of nonlinear systems with unknown Prandtl-Ishlinskii hysteresis. Su, C.-Y., +, T-AC Dec 05 2069-2074
robust boundary control of an axially moving string by using a PR transfer function. Yang, K.-J., +, T-AC Dec 05 2053-2058
robust nonblocking supervisory control of discrete-event systems. Bourdon, S.E., +, T-AC Dec 05 2015-2021
robust stabilization via saturated feedback. Angeli, D., +, T-AC Dec 05 1997-2014

Robustness
bilinear systs., max.-likelihood param. estim. Gibson, S., +, T-AC Oct 05 1581-1596
class of chaotic systs. from nonlinear observer approach, secure synch. Celikovsky, S., +, T-AC Jan 05 76-82
class of time delayed systs., robust backstepping control. Changchun Hua, +, T-AC Jan 05 894-899
constrained min-max predictive control. Alamo, T., +, T-AC May 05 710-714
controller parametric robustustification, observer-based formulation and multimodel design tech. Le Gorecc, Y., +, T-AC Apr 05 526-531
controller-oriented model validation and errors quantification, l_1 setup. Sokolov, V.F., T-AC Oct 05 1501-1508
decentralized control for large-scale systs., global low-rank enhanc. Zecevic, A.I., +, T-AC May 05 740-744
discretized continuous-time Systems, variable struct. control. Parampje, N.V., +, T-AC Apr 05 536-540
global robust output regulation problem, general formulation and solvability. Zhiyong Chen, +, T-AC Apr 05 448-462
input design via LMIs admitting freq.-wise model specs., confidence regions. Jansson, H., +, T-AC Oct 05 1534-1549
MIMO plants, presence of actuator and sens. uncertain hysteresis nonlinearities, output zeroing. Parlangeli, G., +, T-AC Sep 05 1403-1407
MPC, optimizing predict. dynamics. Cannon, M., +, T-AC Nov 05 1892-1897
output feedback systs., global robust output regulation. Zhiyong Chen, +, T-AC Jan 05 117-121
presence of uncertain arbitrarily large delay, stabil. Miller, D.E., +, T-AC Aug 05 1074-1089
quantized feedback control, sector bound approach. Minyu Fu, +, T-AC Nov 05 1698-1711
quasi-stochastic high-order sliding-mode controllers. Levant, A., T-AC Nov 05 1812-1816
sampling subsets of H_2, appls., risk-adjusted perform. anal. and model (in)validation, algm. Sznaijer, M., +, T-AC Mar 05 410-416
set of systs. under real-time sched. constraints, maximizing stabil. rad. Palopoli, L., +, T-AC Nov 05 1790-1795
sing. nonlinear. systs. via, nonlinear internal model, robust output regulation. Solin Pang, +, T-AC Feb 05 222-228
switching diffusion proc., exponential stabil. Chenggui Yuan, +, T-AC Sep 05 1422-1426
uncertain LFT systs., robust H_2 and H_\infty filters. Kaopeng Sun, +, T-AC May 05 715-720
uncertain nonlinear. systs., uncontrollable/unobservable linearization, robust output feedback stabil. Bo Yang, +, T-AC May 05 619-630
Routh methods
interval systs.), ‘On Routh-Pade model reduction. Dolgin, Y., T-AC Feb 05 274-275
interval systs., Routh-Pade model reduction. Shih-Feng Yang, T-AC Feb 05 273-274
S
Sampled data systms
adaptive sampled control of hybrid systs., quadratic index, optimality anal. Shaping Tan, +, T-AC Jul 05 1044-1051
discontinuous dynamical systs. determined by semigroups, stabil. anal. Michel, A.N., +, T-AC Sep 05 1277-1290
discontinuous retarded functional DE, appls., stabil. Ye Sun, +, T-AC Aug 05 1090-1105
dual-rate stoch. systs. by output error method, param. estim. Feng Ding, +, T-AC Sep 05 1436-1441
nonlin. systs., sampled-data models. Yuc, J.L., + , T-AC Oct 05 1477-1489
recursive ident. for Hammerstein systs., discontinuous piecewise-lin.
memoryless block, strong consistency. Han-Fu Chen, T-AC Oct 05
1612-1617

Sampling methods
nonpathological sampling of switched linear systems. Babuoli, M.+, + , T-
AC Dec 05 2102-2104
preservation of controllability of single-input time-varying linear systems
under sampling. Weiss, G., T-AC Dec 05 2094-2096

Scheduling
end-to-end bandwidth guarantees, fair local spectrum share, wireless ad-
hoc nets. Sarkar, S., + , T-AC Sep 05 1246-1259
set of systs. under real-time sched. constraints, maximizing stabil. rad.
Palopoli, L., + , T-AC Nov 05 1790-1795

Security of data: cf. Cryptography

Sequential machines
input/output control of asynchronous sequential machines. Geng, X., + , T-
AC Dec 05 1956-1970
nonconcurrent error detect. and ident., FSM embeddings. Hadjicostis,
C.N., T-AC Feb 05 142-153

Series (mathematics); cf. Fourier series; Volterra series

Set theory
nonlin. time series, set membership predict. Milanesi, M., + , T-AC Nov
05 1655-1669
sampling subsets of H2, applis., risk-adjusted perform. anal. and model
(in)/validation. alm. Senaier, M., + , T-AC Mar 05 410-416

Set theory; cf. Group theory

Signal generators
periodic sigs. for DPS, output regulation. Immomen, E., + , T-AC Nov
05 1799-1804

Signal processing
equivalence of three independently developed phase-locked loops.
Ziarani, A.K., + , T-AC Dec 05 2021-2027
sinusoid, amplit. and freq. estimator. Hou, M., T-AC Jun 05 855-858

Smoothing methods
Markov-modulated Poisson obs., general smoothing formulas. Elliott, R.J.,
+ , T-AC Aug 05 1123-1134
pairwise Markov trees, multiscale Bayesian restoration. Desbovaivres, F.,
+ , T-AC Aug 05 1185-1190

Source coding
queueing, distortion control, universal approach. Draper, S.C., + , T-AC
Apr 05 532-537

Space vehicles
attitude tracking of spacecraft, inverse optimal adaptive control. Wencheng
Luo, + , T-AC Nov 05 1639-1649
nonlin. time-varying systs., controllability. Bhat, S.P., T-AC Nov 05
1725-1735
spacecraft thruster control allocation problems. Servidia, P.A., + , T-AC
Feb 05 245-249

Spatial variables control; cf. Motion control; Position control

Special issue and sections
system identification (special issue). T-AC Oct 05 1473, 1477-1637
system identification (special issue intro.). Ljung, L., + , T-AC Oct
05 1473

Spline functions
IKR Wiener systs., spline nonlinearities, variable knots, ident. Hughes,
M.C., + , T-AC Oct 05 1617-1622

Stability
agreement, random nets. Hatano, Y., + , T-AC Nov 05 1867-1872
antiwindup design, guaranteed regions. da Silva, J.M.G., Jr., + , T-AC Jan
05 106-111
authors’ reply to "Control over noisy channels" (Jul 04 1196-1201).
Tatikonda, S., + , T-AC Dec 05 2110
beam equation with conjugate variables assigned at the same boundary
point. Guo, B.Z., + , T-AC Dec 05 2087-2093
book review; Stability of Stationary Sets in Control Systems With
Yurkevich, V., + , T-AC Apr 05 542-543
certain vehicular platoon control problems, ill-posedness. Jovanovic, M.R.,
+ , T-AC Sep 05 1307-1321
class of globally output feedback stabilizable nonlinear nonminimum
phase systs. Coron, R., + , T-AC Dec 05 2907-2910
collection of single-input nonlin. systs., simultaneous stabil. Wu, J.-L., T-
AC Mar 05 328-337

comments on "Control over noisy channels" and relevant negative results. Matveev, A.S., + , T-AC Dec 05 2105-2110
conds. via refl. coeffs. of polynomials. Nurges, U., T-AC Sep 05 1354-
1360
controllability/observability for discrete lin. time-varying systs., norm-
bounded uncertainty, robustness. Jaewon Seo, + , T-AC Jul 05 1039-
1043
controller design for achieving ISS and related props., unified approach.
Shoudong Huang, + , T-AC Nov 05 1681-1697
delay-depend. control of time-delay systs., results. Mahmoud, M.S., + , T-
AC Jun 05 95-100
discontinuous dynamical systs. determined by semigroups, stabil. anal.
Michel, A.N., + , T-AC Sep 05 1277-1290
discontinuous retarded functional DE, applis., stabil. Ye Sun, + , T-AC Aug
05 1090-1105
discrete systs., 1st-order controller, exact soln. Yu, P., + , T-AC Sep 05
1375-1379
discrete-time lin. systs., finite-time control. Amato, F., + , T-AC May
05 724-729
dual congestion control algms., local bifurcation anal. Raina, G., T-AC
Aug 05 1135-1146
dyn. interval systs., quadratic stabl./stabil. Guang-Hong Yang, + , T-
AC Feb 05 276-277
energy-based control for swinging up 2 pendulums. Xin Xin, + , T-AC
May 05 679-684
form. control of unicycles, necessary and sufficient graphical cons.
Zhiyong Lin, + , T-AC Jan 05 121-127
gen. stabil. region, anal. and synthesis. Halsey, K.M., + , T-AC Jul 05 997-
1009
hybrid and switched systs., practical stabl. and stabil. Xuping Xu, + , T-
AC Nov 05 1897-1903
invariant measures for hybrid diffusion systs., num. approx. Yin, G.G., + ,
T-AC Jul 05 934-946
lin. control laws, part II, distrib. delay. Qiang-Chang Zhong, T-AC May 05
729-734
lin. neutral delay systs., reduced-order observers. Darouach, M., T-AC Sep
05 1407-1413
lin. systs., implicit Lyapunov fnns. and isochrones. Adamy, J., T-AC Jun 05
874-879
lin. systs., meas. nonlinearities, control. Battilotti, S., T-AC Nov 05 1872-
1877
LTI continuous interval dyn. systs., assessing stabil. Kolev, L., + , T-AC
Mar 05 593-597
multigain systs., time-dep. commun. links, stabil. Moreau, L., T-AC
Feb 05 169-182
n-dimens. nonlin. systs., feedforward form, n-bit stabil. De Persis, C., + ,
T-AC Mar 05 299-311
networked control systs., random delays, method. Liuqian Zhang, + , T-
AC Aug 05 1177-1181
nonaffine systs., stabil. Moulay, E., + , T-AC Apr 05 520-526
nonlin. systs., feedback form, noisy outputs, stoch. stabil. Battilotti, S.,
T-AC Jan 05 100-105
nonlin. time-delay systs., adaptive feedback control. Xiaohong Jiao, + , T-
AC Nov 05 1909-1913
optimizing simultaneously, numerator/denominator polynomials, Youla-
Kucera parametrization. Herron, D., + , T-AC Sep 05 1369-1374
orb. stabil. of underactuated nonlin. systs., constructive tool. Shiriaev, A.,
+ , T-AC Aug 05 1164-1176
oscills., backstepping, high-dimens. systs., stabil. Aracil, J., + , T-AC
May 05 705-710
output feedback for planar systs. without observable linearization, global
finite-time stabil. Chunjian Qian, + , T-AC Jun 05 885-890
output feedback stabil. and approx. and restricted tracking for class of
cascaded systs. Astolfi, A., + , T-AC Sep 05 1390-1396
partial-state feedback stabil. of cascade systs., small gain theorem), ’A
remark. Wei Lin, + , T-AC Jan 05 928-929
partial-state feedback stabil. of cascade systs., small gain theorem, remark.
Zhong-Ping Jiang, T-AC Jun 05 927-928
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robots, uncertain kinematics and actuator model, task-space adaptive
setpoint control. Ghin, L., + , T-AC Nov 05 1854-1860
robust stabilization via saturated feedback. Angeli, D., + , T-AC Dec 05
1997-2014
robust stabil. of polytopic systs., polynomially param.-depend. Lyapunov
fns. Chesti, G., + , T-AC Mar 05 365-370
simultaneously triangularizable switched lin. systs., convergence rates.
Zhendong Sun, + , T-AC Aug 05 1224-1228
solns. of jump LQ problem and coupled algebraic Riccati eqn., stabil. and
positiveness. Val, J.B.Rd., + , T-AC May 05 691-695
$\Delta$-modulation of stable lin. systs., periodic orbits. Engelberg, S., T-AC
May 05 745
stable MRAC, normalization necessary. Barabanov, N., + , T-AC Sep 05
1384-1390
state feedback stabilization and majorizing achievement of min-max-plus
systems. Tao, Y., + , T-AC Dec 05 2027-2033
static output feedback stabil., H$\infty$ perform. for lin. discrete-time systs.
Bura, G.I., + , T-AC Feb 05 250-252
switched nonlin. systs., scheduled mode transit., predictive control.
Mhaskar, P., + , T-AC Nov 05 1670-1680
switched systs., nonlin. non-observability notions and stabil. Hespanha,
J.P., + , T-AC Feb 05 154-168
systs., delays, State variables, lin. functional observers. Darouach, M., T-
AC Feb 05 228-233
systs., lattices, lyapunov-based distrib. control. Jovanovic, M.R., + , T-
AC Apr 05 422-432
time-delay systs., Controlled time-varying delay and appls., stabil.
Michiels, W., + , T-AC Apr 05 493-504
tracking errors of plug-in type repetitive control systs., anal. and estim.
Wu-Sung Yao, + , T-AC Aug 05 1190-1195
uncertain chained form systs., finite settling time, stabil. Yiguang Hong,
+ , T-AC Sep 05 1379-1384
Uncertain Descriptor systs., norm-Bounded Perturbations, robust
normalization and stabil. Chong Lin, + , T-AC Apr 05 515-520
underactuated surface vessel, global time-varying stabil. Wenjie Dong, + ,
T-AC Jun 05 859-864
unknown sinusoidal disturbances for class of nonlin. nonminimum phase
systs., global compensation. Marino, R., + , T-AC Nov 05 1816-1822
Stability; cf. Absolute stability; Asymptotic stability; Bode diagrams; Input-
output stability; Numerical stability; Nyquist stability; Robust Control;
Routh methods
Stability criteria
certainty-equivalence output-feedback design, circle-criterion observers.
Arcak, M., T-AC Jun 05 905-909
Krasovskii-LaSalle theorem for nonlin. time-varying systs., gen. Ti-Chung
Lee, + , T-AC Aug 05 1147-1163
time-delay systs., Controlled time-varying delay and appls., stabil.
Michiels, W., + , T-AC Apr 05 493-504
time-delay systs., improved delay-depend. stabil. criteria. Shengyuan Xu,
+ , T-AC Mar 05 384-387
State estimation
class of nonlin. systs., sens. bias fault isolation. Xiuadong Zhang, + , T-
AC Mar 05 370-376
extended noise environments, Kalman filtering. Diversi, R., + , T-AC Sep
05 1539-1542
LMS algns., Markov regime-switching limit. Yin, G.G., + , T-AC May 05
577-593
switching discrete-time lin. systs., receding-horizon estim. Alessandri, A.,
+ , T-AC Nov 05 1736-1748
systs., meas. faults, Cramer-Rao-type estim. lower bound. Rapoport, I., + ,
T-AC Sep 05 1234-1245
State estimation; cf. Observers
State feedback
certainty-equivalence output-feedback design, circle-criterion observers.
Arcak, M., T-AC Jun 05 905-909
collection of single-input nonlin. systs., simultaneous stabil. Wu, J.L., T-
AC Mar 05 328-337
discrete-time lin. systs., finite-time control. Amato, F., + , T-AC May 05
724-729
discrete-time systs., reduced-complexity nonlin. H$^\infty$ control. Helton, J.W.,
+ , T-AC Nov 05 1808-1811
multimachine power systs., nontrivial transfer conductances, transient
stabil. Ortega, R., + , T-AC Jan 05 60-75
n-dimens. nonlin. systs., feedbackform, n-bit stabil. De Persis, C., T-
AC Mar 05 299-311
partial-state feedback stabil. of cascade systs., small gain theorem’, ‘A
remark. Wei Lin, + , T-AC Jun 05 928-929
partial-state feedback stabil. of cascade systs., small gain theorem, remark.
Zhong-Ping Jiang, T-AC Jun 05 927-928
periodic sigs. for DPS, output regulation. Immonen, E., + , T-AC Nov 05
1799-1804
quantized feedback control, sector bound approach. Minyue Fu, + , T-
AC Nov 05 1698-1711
quantum state reduction, feedback control. van Handel, R., + , T-AC Jun
05 768-780
stabil. of, networked control systs., random delays, method. Liqian Zhang,
+ , T-AC Aug 05 1177-1224
state feedback stabilization and majorizing achievement of min-max-plus
systs. Tao, Y., + , T-AC Dec 05 2027-2033
uncertain chained form systs., finite settling time, stabil. Yiguang Hong,
+ , T-AC Sep 05 1379-1384
Uncertain Descriptor systs., norm-Bounded Perturbations, robust
normalization and stabil. Chong Lin, + , T-AC Apr 05 515-520
uncertain nonlin. systs., uncontrollable/unobservable linearization, robust
output feedback stabil. Bo Yang, + , T-AC May 05 619-630
uncertain time-varying systs., state-delay, constrained MPC algm. Seung
Cheol Jeong, + , T-AC Feb 05 257-263
State space methods
differential eigenstructure of Hankel operators, nonlin. input-normal
realizations. Fujimoto, K., + , T-AC Jan 05 2-18
Hammerstein systs., least squares support vector machines, subspace
ident. Goethals, I., + , T-AC Oct 05 1509-1519
1021-1025
nonlin. control systs., nonsquare spectral factorization. Petersen, M.A., + ,
T-AC Mar 05 286-298
nonlin. DAE systs., control-depend. state-space, output feedback
precompensator. Contou-Carrvere, M.-N., + , T-AC Nov 05 1831-1835
Nonlinear Systems via inversion, model struct. simplification. Ohtsuka,
T., T-AC May 05 607-618
predictive control optim. routines, avoiding constraints redundancy.
Olaru, S., + , T-AC Sep 05 1459-1465
reachable sets for continuous dyn. games, time-depend. Hamilton-Jacobi
formulation. Mitchell, I.M., + , T-AC Jul 05 947-957
robust stabil. of polytopic systs., polynomially param.-depend. Lyapunov
fns. Chezi, G., + , T-AC Mar 05 365-370
Statistical analysis; cf. Maximum likelihood estimation; Sampling methods
Statistics; cf. Game theory; Monte Carlo methods; Time series
Stochastic automata
discrete-event systs., diagnosability. Thorsley, D., + , T-AC Apr 05 476-
492
Stochastic logic
local motion feature aided ground moving target tracking, GMTI and HRR
meas. Hong, L., + , T-AC Jan 05 127-133
Stochastic processes
agreement, random nets. Hatano, Y., + , T-AC Nov 05 1867-1872
author's reply, rejoinder. Hodoshima, J., T-AC Jun 05 925-926
computationally tractable stoch. power control laws, wireless communs.
Minyi Huang, + , T-AC Feb 05 263-268
dual-rate stoch. systs. by output error method, param. estim. Feng Ding,
+ , T-AC Sep 05 1436-1441
Laguerre-Gram reduced-order modeling. Amghavrir, A., + , T-AC Sep 05
1432-1435
lin. regulator for degenerate diffusions, extension. Baten, Md.A., + , T-
AC Nov 05 1822-1826
LMS algns., Markov regime-switching limit. Yin, G.G., + , T-AC May 05
577-593
multiple-model approach, general model-set design methods. Li, X.R., + ,
T-AC Sep 05 1260-1276
single machine, Wiener increment yield, optimal offline control. Kogan,
K., + , T-AC Nov 05 1850-1854
Wiener syst. ident., subspace approaches. Raich, R., + , T-AC Oct 05
1629-1634
Stochastic processes; cf. Autoregressive processes; Gaussian processes;
Markov processes
Stochastic systems
class of stoch. time-delay nonlin. systs., output feedback stabil. Yusu Fu,
+ , T-AC Jun 05 847-851
discrete-event systs., diagnosability. Thorsley, D., + , T-AC Apr 05 476-
492
fund. car-traffic law, min-plus derivation. Lotito, P.A., + , T-AC May 05
699-705
lin. regulator for degenerate diffusions, extension. Baten, Md.A., + , T-
AC Nov 05 1822-1826

+ Check author entry for coauthors
lin. state delay systs., optimal filtering. Basin, M., +, T-AC May 05 684-690
nets., workload models. Meyn, S.P., T-AC Aug 05 1106-1122
online policy gradient algms., basic formula. Xi-Ren Cao, T-AC May 05 696-699
polynomial extended Kalman filter. Germani, A., +, T-AC Dec 05 2059-2064
quantum state reduction, feedback control. van Handel, R., +, T-AC Jan 05 768-780
time-varying delay, nonlinearity, Markovian switching, delay-depend. exponential stabil. Dong Yue, +, T-AC Feb 05 217-222
Structural engineering
book review: Advanced Structural Dynamics and Active Control of Structures (Gawronski, W.K.; 2004). Joshi, S.M., T-AC Mar 05 419
book review; Advances in Smart Technologies I Structural Engineering (Holnicki-Szule, J. and Mota Soares, C.A.). Kijewski-Correa, T., T-AC Nov 1917-1918
Suboptimal control
flexible systs., H2 model reduction. Geromel, J.C., +, T-AC Mar 04 402-409
Switches
uncertain chained form systs., finite settling time, stabil. Yiguang Hong, +, T-AC Sep 05 1379-1384
Symmetry; cf. Axial symmetry
Synchronization
class of chaotic systs. from nonlin. observer approach, secure sync. Celikovski, S., +, T-AC Jun 05 76-82
discrete-time systs., observability quadratic normal form. Belmouhoub, I., +, T-AC Jul 05 1031-1038
LaSalle's invariance principle and appl., robust sync. of general vector Lienard eqns. Guanrong Chen, +, T-AC Jun 05 869-874
time-varying complex dynamical net. model and controlled sync. criteria. Jinhu Lu, +, T-AC Jun 05 841-846
Telecommunication; cf. Data communication; Mobile communication
Telecommunication congestion control
book review; The Mathematics of Internet Congestion Control (R. Srikant; 2004). Derong Liu, T-AC Jan 05 134-138
Telecommunication control; cf. Telecommunication congestion control
Thermodynamic properties; cf. Entropy
Time domain analysis
descriptor variable systs., time domain soln. Zhibin Yan, +, T-AC Nov 05 1796-1799
H2 control and estim., preview-part I. Tadmor, G., +, T-AC Jan 05 19-28
Time optimal control
state-constrained differential inequalities and appl., time-optimal control, comp. principle. Seung-Jean Kim, +, T-AC Jul 05 967-983
Time series
nonlin. time series, set membership predict. Milanese, M., +, T-AC Nov 05 1655-1669
struct. total least squares for syst. ident. and model reduction. Markovsky, I., +, T-AC Oct 05 1490-1500
Time-varying circuits
complex dynamical net. model and controlled sync. criteria. Jinhu Lu, +, T-AC Jun 05 841-846
Time-varying systems
class of slow time varying systs., modeling uncertainties, adaptive control. Fidan, B., +, T-AC Jun 05 915-920
controllability/observability for discrete lin. time-varying systs., norm-boundned uncertainty, robustness. Jaewon Seo, +, T-AC Jul 05 1039-1043
discontinuous dynamical systs. determined by semigroups, stabil. anal. Michel, A.N., +, T-AC Sep 05 1277-1290
discontinuous retarded functional DE, appls., stabil. Ye Sun, +, T-AC Aug 05 1090-1105
dyn. interval systs., quadratic stabil./stabil. Guang-Hong Yang, +, T-AC Feb 05 276-277
Groups of mobile autonomous agents, nearest neighbor Rules, coord. Lixin Guo, +, T-AC Nov 05 1913-1916
hybrid and switched systs., practical stabil. and stabil. Xaping Xu, +, T-AC Nov 05 1897-1903
hybrid impulsive and switching systs. and appl., nonlin. control. Zhi-Hong Guan, +, T-AC Jul 05 1058-1062
IIR Wiener systs., spline nonlinearities, variable knots, ident. Hughes, M.C., +, T-AC Oct 05 1617-1622
invariant measures for hybrid diffusion systs., num. approx. Yin, G.G., +, T-AC Jul 05 934-946
Krasovskii-LaSalle theorem for nonlin. time-varying systs., gen. Ti-Chung Lee, +, T-AC Aug 05 1147-1163
LaSalle's invariance principle and appl., robust sync. of general vector Lienard eqns. Guanrong Chen, +, T-AC Jun 05 869-874
least-squares tracking algms., adaptive optim. Buche, R., +, T-AC Nov 05 1749-1760
lin. discrete-time periodic systs., fault detect. Zhang, P., +, T-AC Feb 05 259-244
LMIs algms., Markov regime-switching limit. Yin, G.G., +, T-AC May 05 577-593
LTI continuous interval dyn. systs., assessing stabil. Kolev, L., +, T-AC Mar 05 393-397
Markov-modulated Poisson obs., general smoothing formulas. Elliott, R.J., +, T-AC Aug 05 1123-1134
nested Matrosov theorem and persistency of excit. for uniform convergence, stable nonautonomous systs. Loría, A., +, T-AC Feb 05 183-198
networked control, H2 approach. Seiler, P., +, T-AC Mar 05 356-364
neural nets, multiple time varying delays, global stabil. anal. Ensari, T., +, T-AC Nov 05 1781-1785
nonlin. systs., simplified small gain theorem. Zhiyong Chen, +, T-AC Nov 05 1904-1908
nonlin. time-varying systs., controllability. Bhat, S.P., T-AC Nov 05 1725-1735
preservation of controllability of single-input time-varying linear systems under sampling. Weiss, G., T-AC Dec 05 2054-2069
proc. times, single-stage DESS, blocking, optimal control. Moon, J., +, T-AC Jun 05 880-884
quantized control systs. under dyn. bit assignment, stabil. Qiang Lin, +, T-AC May 05 734-740
synchronously triangularizable switched lin. systs., convergence rates. Zhendong Sun, +, T-AC Aug 05 1224-1228
State-depend. dyn. graphs and their controllability props. Mesbahi, M., T-AC Mar 05 387-392
switched bilinear systs., controllability. Daizhan Cheng, T-AC Apr 05 511-515
switched lin. systs., stabil. Daizhan Cheng, +, T-AC May 05 661-666
switched nonlin. systs., scheduled mode transitns., predictive control. Mhaskar, P., +, T-AC Nov 05 1670-1680
switched systs., nonlin. norm-observability notions and stabil. Hespanha, J.P., +, T-AC Feb 05 154-168
switching diffusion proc., exponential stabil. Chenggui Yuan, +, T-AC Sep 05 1422-1426
switching discrete-time lin. systs., receding-horizon estim. Alessandri, A., +, T-AC Nov 05 1736-1748
synthesis of switching rules for multimodal systs., randomized algms. Ishii, H., +, T-AC Jun 05 754-767
time-delay systs., Controlled time-varying delay and appls., stabil. Michiels, W., +, T-AC Apr 05 493-504
uncertain time-varying systs., state-delay, constrained MPMC algm. Seung Cheol Jeong, +, T-AC Feb 05 257-263
underactuated surface vessel, global time-varying stabil. Wenjie Dong, +, T-AC Jun 05 859-864
Time-varying systems; cf. Stochastic systems
Toeplitz matrices
certain vehicular platoon control problems, ill-posedness. Jovanovic, M.R., +, T-AC Sep 05 1307-1321
Topology; cf. Graph theory
Tracking
output feedback stabil. and approx. and restricted tracking for class of cascaded systs. Astolfi, A., +, T-AC Sep 05 1390-1396
output feedback tracking, separation principle approach. Maggiore, M., +, T-AC Jan 05 111-117
Traffic control (communication)
dual congestion control algms., local bifurcation anal. Rainer, G., T-AC Aug 05 1135-1146
end-to-end bandwidth guarantees, fair local spectrum share, wireless ad-hoc nets. Sarkar, S., +, T-AC Sep 05 1246-1259
Transfer functions
- Check author entry for coauthors

Trees (graphs)
- Trees (graphs)

Transport control
- Transport control; cf.

Transforms; cf. Laplace transforms

Trees (graphs)
- Trees (graphs)

Triology; cf. Friction

U

Uncertain systems
- Uncertain systems

V

Variable structure systems

Vectors
- Vectors

Volterra series

W

White noise

Wireless sensor networks

Z

Zero assignment
- Zero assignment
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